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Ne'W registration procedures please students
By Erin McKinney
Hilltop Staff Writer
As the beginning of 1he school year
arrives. many students wince at the
1hought of what 1hc rcgistralion
process
will
bring.
1l1cy recall hours spent in long
lines dealing wilh rude staff (whose
salary the ir tui1ion pays) and dread
the horrible monster they have
come 10 know as "1hc lasl day o[
rcg_istration.,.
Bul as 1his academic year started
a nd stude nts flocked lo lhe
Blackburn Ccnlcr. they we re
welcomed bv a new form of
re¥,is1ra1ion.
•'lnis year·s registration ha.~ been
okay;· Alphonso Toylor. a junior
marketing major. said. "I've had no
major eroblcms. Compared 10 lasl
year, il s a 101 beuer because it has
not been as crowded."
Taylor is nol a lone on his
renection. Scan Bcnneu. a senior
majoring in p~ychology, has also
noticed a pos11ivc change.
" I 1hin'k il has been ocucr than
pasl years. As far as the wailing
aspect, it wasn'l that bad if ) ou
came when lhey told you to,"
Bennett said.

Shorter li n es a ppease s tude nts during registration.

The survey says:
The H illtop ranks
number one
By Janelle Lynette Thompson
Hi 01 Slaff Writer
I lm,ard Umvcr,ir1 may not ha1c
Jhe be,t dorm, ·or the best
re,•1<tr;1tion proccs,. hut 1hc
uni,c~it) cJn pride 11,elf on having
the be,1 ,tudcnt ne"',paper, The
1lilltop.
The Princeton Re,ic\\ Student
-\ccc" Guide lo the Best 309
College,. which has the largest
annual collegc,uney. asked 56.000
student, to a,sess life on their own
campuses.
!kine ranked as the number one
student new,papcr is rc"arding and
something that the JCJ<15-96 Hi111op
staff 11111 lla1c to Ii\.; up to.
fhis 1car·, Ed11or-in-Chicf.
Monica M'. I cwis. a graduating
senior and journalism major.
consider, the ranking an honor.
"It i, more special to me thi~ year
because I am the Editor-in-Chief.
but because of nw predecessors I
ha,c a tough act io follow." Lewis
s:1id.
•
Porti.1 Bruner. 19<1-l-95 Edilor-inChief, hdic,c, the lop ranking is
not the S<Jlc doing ot her staff.
"!his
is
signiticanl
.,ccomplishmcnt. a nil c, cry
llilltopper rrom the past to thc
prcscnl should take rridc in it.
Some of our nationa collegiate
competilors
include
daily
ncw,papcrs with more money and
c~uipmcnt then u,. so for the
I hlltop to come ou1 on top. despite
lhe cil'<.'Umstances. says a lot about
our ne,"papcr as \\ell as the people
who \\ork hard to produce it. 1 am
glad 10 know our readers like the
pa('Cr as much as the} do."
Since 1924. Tlie lli11tor, ha, been
sen in1-: the lloward l niversity
community. each Friday. students.
faculty and pnrent, consult the

:1

largest Black collegiate newspaper
for updates on campus ac1ivit1cs,
local. national. international and
health new,.
Howard students look forward
10 rc~c!irg the paper and miss it
when il is not published.
Joy Sulton, a sophomore
journalism major said. •·Toe flilllop
1s a good newspaper and it covers
all campus events."
In order to produce a quality
newspaper, a newsroom needs
faithful writers, responsible editors,
production people and a team of
profcssionafs all willing to work
lOgcthcr.
" fhis ycar"s staff is voung. but
they believe in making 1h·e paper 1he
'bomb.' The >taff is ,vill ing to work
1oge1hcr and they take pride in the
newspaper.'' Lewis said.
Bruner said. "Thnaci1y b importanl.
When the compulers arc down and
the staff is biller you still have 10
produce the paper for the readers.
The staff a lso has to have a love for
journa lism and be willing to learn
from rhcir mistakes."
Some other survey results
inc luded:
best
academics:
Washington and lee Univcr,-ity,
Lexington. Va.; bcsl dorms: Smith
College, l\orthampton. Mass.; and
most red tape: Hampton Univcrsily.
llampton, Va.
I laving been ranked number one,
the Hilltop staff must now live up
to ils reputation.
According to Lewis, this year,
readers can look forward to more
dominant color pholOs and a more
inviting lay-oul, Lewis said. "The
rank ing has been inspirin_g, but il
will ta11c the rcp0rters. ed11ors and
c,cryone e lse involved to make it
the best ,1udcn1 newspaper again
next year."

Seeing the Light:

On the way out:

New "Blue Light"
system installed on
campus.

Illinois Congressman
Mel Reynolds resigns
after sex-scandal
indictment.

Campus Plus, A3

The countdown has
begun:
Plans for }Iom<'COming
'95 arc underway.
Campus, A2

National, A5
"Show" and Prove:
Preview of Russell
Simmons' new movie,
"The Show"

Pulse,B2

Child Pornography:
Calvin Klein considered
pornographic are pulled.

Business, B4

Accord ing to Cheryl Robinson,
as~i"1a111 to ihc Bursar, this year's
registration proces~ has been
greatly improved due 10 various
reasons.
"It h:Ls been much smoother and
more organized," Robinson said.
"I think the studenls were more
prepared this year. More students
rccci,·cd 1hcir bills early and we did
a belier job of getting information
out on the dales of deadlines. We
a lso sent stickers out over the
summer for those who hnd paid
their balance in advance. We d idn't
do thal by mail before."
Although man) rejoice over the
changes, some feel that there arc
"1ill a lot of problems.
"1l1e lines haven't been as bad,
but .calling the financial aid office
was the problem.'' Barlcc Gbala, a
sophomore majoring in English.
said. "I put my forms in back in
April and they lost them and told
me 1ha1 1 had never done them."
JuWan Hnrris. a junior from
Mi1chcllcvil lc. Md., found simi lar
troubles.
·•11 was erclly fair this ~ear and
a lot easier,· 1larris said. · I have a
problem though with nothing bcin,11.
10 my advantage. I feel 1hc school
system should be for me- not

against me. I have to pay $20 to add
and drop per course when I'm
already paying forthcclas.~s in my
tuition.'
TI1erc arc some students who still
found relief in registration this year
with only a few suggestions.
"It's been rcalfy good,'' Philip
Ohingo, a junior marketing major
from ~airobi, Kenya, said. "There
were no lines wrapping around the
campus. I got vahdated before I
even gol bacl< on campus. Bm I still
1hink the notices for registration
need to be sent earlier in the
summer so that people have a good
2-J months to prepare their
finances."

As the wheels of registration
\\ ind down to their final days, all
that's left (besides those who have
yet to get that red sticker). arc the
hopes of an even belier registration
process the next time around.
For Robinson, there arc strong
r,issibilitic5 of a difference .
'I think il will be belier because I
sec that we're training the students
to stick to deadlines.'' she said.
"Parents and students arc more
prep.ired to pay the hill. Thai helps
m not having ,1s much confusion:·

Let's Get Ready To Ruinble!!!

Members of Howard University Student Association go at ii Gladiator style during la s t Saturday's Yardfest. More o n HUSA
activities o n A3.

Ladies soccer team receives varsity statu s
By Shenikwa Stratfofd
Hilltop Staff Writer
Their day has finally come! After
years of 1ircles, efforts and cmply
promises, women's soccer is now
recognized as a varsity sport on
ll oward·s
campus.
The
a nnouncement, made on ly days
afler school began, excited both
incomi ng freshmen, as well as
upperclas$men players who have
been lobbying for the varsity s tatus
for the past five years. The Lady
Bison arc poised and ready to play!
Dedicated athletes begin practice
at 6 each morning. Compared to
other area teams. 1l1c squad seems
to be at a disadvantage; most varsity
leams have bee n p racticing for
weeks now. But the team members
haven't lel that discourage them.
After onl y three practices, lhcy
dove headfirst into thei r season
op ene r aga inst Georgetown
University lils1 Wednesday.
The team had no s ubstitutesfreshmen and trnnsfcrstudcnts were
prohibited from playing due to
NCAA clearinghouse rules- but
s till managed 10 ho ld its own
aga inM lhc mighly Georgetown
I foyas.
After a frustrating first half in
which 1he Moyas scored three quick
goals, 1he Bison sclllcd down a nd
stepped up their game.
"h was good for our first lime out
there. A score like 3-0 is impressive
agains t a school like Georgetown.
There's lots of potential ancl talent
o n this team. I'm just ilad it a ll
finally happened," sc111or Abcna

Ocran said.
Senior soccer player Jen Clarke
said she was impresseci 1hc team
performed as well as it did. "You
have to remember. we've only reallY.
been practicing for three days now •
she said.
The Bison's head coach is
Howa rd graduate st udcn l a nd
lifelo ng soccer player Michelle
Stre!!I. lier biggest concern is
geu mg th e tea m prepared to
compele on a varsity level. "This
isn't an inlramural team a nymore'it"~ time to stop lo lligaggmg," she
said. Coach Street real izes as an
inaugural learn, she cannot focus on
sky-nigh expectat ion,. but must
work on the basics like skills and
techniques.
''Once we sell le down and get
into our drills a nd conditioning, it
will all come together. We'll just get
belier and belier as the season goes
along," Street sa id.
1'hc Bison·s schcdl>lc includes
$~~1es . against
Am_eri_c~n
un 1vc rs11 y,
V1rgin1a
Commonwea lth U niversity, and
Marymount Uni versity as well as
seven other schools and colleges.
Debbie Johnson, associate a1hre1ic
director, helped spearhead the move
lo make women s soccer a varsity
s port.
" We needed another women's
team. And aflcr the girls met with
me last October to mquire about
becoming a varsity sport, it just
made sense to upgrade them.
Besides, it is long overdue."
Johnson sa id.
The players arc proud to he
members of the firsl wome n's
soccer team at Howard a nd arc

giving it their all.
'Tm excited! This is a historical
event a nd we a rc the leaders."

freshman Jamie Harris said.

Patrice Saunders takes on the compe tition In the la dles soccor
team debut m atch .

e
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Student leaders plan prosperous school year
HUSA gears up for progressive year UGSA gets off to a running star
By Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard Univcrsi1y S1udcnt
Associa1ion (IIUSA) slate Pro~css
lntelligc n1 ly Planned (Pl
is
"orking hard 10 lh·e up to I cir
name. Over the summer. PIP has
diligently labored to execute their
campa ign promises as we ll as
undcr1alfo new projects.
HUSA', Iheme "Why Not Us,
Why Not Now?" reflecls their
mission. Their mission is to serve
as the premier studenl voice on
campus by reducing apathy and
providing accountable leadership
for the students, lhe Howard
community and the communily al
large.
"\Ve chose our Iheme because
"e feel 1hat the studen1s ha\c been
looking for dfoctive leadership. We
always look for the leaders of
tomorr0\\\ but why not identify our
leaders today?" President Shawn
Barney said. "There are changes
needed to be made. If the
administration i~n·r progressive,
then why don't we become
progressive?"
Establishing the mission was
important 10 l3arncy and Vice
Presidcnl Kofi Rashid.
"We felt it was importanl to s1an
the year by defining 1he mission.
The mission provides the staff willt
the focus thcv need 10 be compelcnt
in what we are trying to
accomplish." Barney said.
HUSA has accomplished several
of their tasks during the ~ummer.
The Blue Ligh1 S,•stem has been
installed on cam~us to increase
campus security. The cafeteria's
food service contract has been
renewed with improvemems on the
vcgeiarian and regular menu .
HUSA also played a major role in
1he res1ructuring of rcgis1ra1ion and
s1uden1 accounts.
Their
meetings
wi th
administrators rcsulte<fin a five day
grace period for pay ing fees,
organized s1uden1 account records,
studenl volunteers to help wi1h
registration and an information 1en1
to aid students d uring the
registration rrocess.
"Regis1ration was a 180
1urnaround. I haven't ta lked to

The successful kickoff of 1he
Undergraduate Student Assembly's
(UGSA) Welcome Back to School
Block Party isju,1 one of 1he man}
activities the orga nizalion has
planned for the fall scmcs1cr. Over
the :,ummcr, UGSA strategically
planned their even ts to fi 1 1hc
diverse lives of students o n campus.
"We want the students to liave
the opportunity to know each o ther
on a greater social and academic
level. We emphasi,ed 1his when
planning our ac1ivities," Financial
Advisor Donisha D. T homas said.
UGSA has al read} pu t 1heir
planning to work. The organiwtion
opened 1hc year on Au~ust 20 w ith
11icir Freshman Mix ·N Mingle.
"The Mi x ·r-; Ming le gave
freshman and their parents a chance
to mee1 lloward ·s ,1udent leaders.
Reprcscntati\'CS from organiza1ions
like IIUSA. the ll illtop, the S1udent
Councils. fra1erni1ies and sorori1ies
were there 10 welcome the students
and give them information about
their
organi,a1ions,"
said
Coordinator Mcmonc Paden.
UGS~, main open ing e\'cnt. 1hc
Block Party, was the first "welcome
back" e,ent of i1s kind in I\\O years.
UGSA ,,a, pleased wi1h the
successful resulls of 1heir hard
planning and campaigning to
ac1ualize the party.
Said Vice Coordinalor Rudolph
McGann. "The admini!>lra1ion was
quite apprehcnshc abou1 giving
appro,al tor the party bec.,u,c lhe
e,ent was unprecedented .md the)
"ere concerned about student
safety. In the end. most of the

HUSA president Shawn Barney and vice president Kofi Rashid
are worklklng with their staff to achi eve the goals set in their
platorm.
a nyone w ho was disw untled." studcn1 input." Harne, said.
HUSA bas also undertaken ne"
Rashid said.
The HUSA cabine1 also led
projcc11>.
It will be an ac1i,·e par1icipan1 in
President H. Patrick Swygcr1 on a
the Million Man March and has
1our of the campus and pomted out
areas 1ha t were of particular me1 with Nation of Islam leader.
concern to the sludents. The band
M inistcr Louis Farrakhan about
room, Burr gym, 1hc School of Howard\ role in the march. II USA
Communicauons,
chemis1ry
has implemented plans for 1he
renovat,on of Campus Musalla. the
build ing labs and Cramton
Auditorium were a few of the 15 area where Muslim students pra1
stops made o n the tour. The tour and is a co-sponsor or 1hc
resulled in the approval of a
Affirmative Acuon Conference
$65,000 sound system for Cramlon. scheduled for October 6-7. HUSA
also held the Back 10 School
"We don't think 1he President
Yardfes1 on Scp1crnbcr 2. The fest
was aware of 1hc problems on
campus before 1he tour. We
rcnccl\ 11 US A's concern for the
identified the priorities of 1he lack of campus ac1ivi1ics.
"h's imporlant for us to ha,e as
st udents. He made them his
priori1 ies and ac1ed upon on our
manr. on campus activities as
possible. We wanted 10 provide an
requesls." Barncv said.
Forums will ·be held to build acti~ ity for students to come on
dialogue between security .ind the campus and meet other ,1uden1, 10
students on improving safely on
develop a famil) feel 10 1hc
campus.
Universi1y." Rashid said.
Mandatory relation seminars for
II USA believes 1ha1 volun1eer
University e mp loyees have begun and studcm support is essenlial in
and will conunue throughout the accomplishing any of their rnsks. It
se mester. The undergraduate
is optimistic and enthusia,1ic about
library compu1er sys1ems will be
the many ~hanges the) arc planning
updated and HUSA is curren1ly
for the un1vers11y.
tr ying 10 decide whether a
"\Ve have 10 get rid of the
mindsc1 that Howard is always
compuler lab will be more effec1ive
in the Blackburn Cen1er or in one going to be a ccrlain \\3\'. Kofi and
of the dorms. Plans for a pregnancy
I arc stepping up to the challenge to
seminar and counseling program
pro, ,de strong capable leadership.
arc in the works.
bu1 \\C need 1hc guidance ,and inpu1
" We ha,e the framework for 1he of all sludenl\ in order for II to be
effective," said Barney.
program, bu1 we would really like

Housing
hassles in
the Plaza
Towers
frustrate
students

were

Credle
Hilltop Staff Writer.;

Students who moved Into the West Towers th is semester faced
several problems while checking In .
her housing con1ract no longer over for thal day and I would have
belonged toner.
10 come back in the morning. I
·:1came ~ day earl) to get Ile\\ from ·1exas and had no room."
eve rythmg s traight. Bui when I C urry s;iid. "It's ridiculous how
came back severa l days la1cr, my
studen1s arc tossed to the side when
room was occupied by someone
ii comes to hav,ng ,, decent place to
e lse. Not only 1ha1, my contrac1
live.''
was c hanged. I was placed in a
Adia May. a junior. suggested
triple instead of a double," she said. 1ha1 Jloward learn by example.
Accord ing to William V. while sophomorc Lorraine Collins
Keene, Dean of "Residence Life, suggested creating an entirely new
check-in lines were long and some
system for housing s1udents.
students did not receive fheir choice
"I loward needs 10 look at
of room types because a ll rooms 01her schools and sec how they put
were not ready on August 24. As a
studenh in dormilorics:· May said.
result, students were assigned 10
"When the going gets 10ugh,
rooms as they became available.
1loward's housing leaves vou
"We \\ ere real disarpointed
hanging. II\ almos1 as ,f Residence
things didn' I !1,0 as smootlily as we
Life gets the s tudents excited for a
hoped. I ccrlamly apologize 10 the
new year and a new dorm just 10 lcl
students and parents," he said.
them down," said Collins. "Wi1h
Keene said because the funds such brillian1 minds on Howard's
needed 10 purchase new furnilure campus, I'm really surprised that no
were nol avai lable until June,
one can come up with a housing
furniture was o rdered late and. system 1hat can work."
therefore, arrived late. According to
Dean Keene said 1ha1 the
Fre lo w, s t uden ts a lso faced Omcc of Residence Life is no"
problems moving in10 the Towers
reviewing 1hc check-in procedure
because 1hcy were not the only
and that 11 will he 101ally different
people mov ing thi ngs into the nex1 year. Later in lhe semester,
dormi1o ry o n August 24.
Residence Life w ill host a forum
''We were moving in furniture
where students can come .,ml offer
at 1hc s ame time s1ude n1s were
suggestions to help simplif)' and
mov ing in," Frelow said. speed up the check-in process.
"Everybody was trying to use 1hc
Frelow said thal he is now
same elevators at 1he same time." 1rying to accommodate those
Stude nts s uch as Harlan sludents who requested room
Curry, a j unior w ho arrived before transfers, ah hough everyone will
1he official check-in date, hoped
not be able to move.
a rriv in g early would e lim in ate
"Some people may be lefl m
proble ms, but that was not the case.
those units for 1hc entire semcs1cr."
"I got to the Towers at 4:0 l
Frelow said.
p.m. and was 1old that check-in was

profcs,ional development semi
to a Jam-On~fhe-Yard. UGSA
ac1i,ely participate in the Milh
Mun March as \\CII as undertake t
project of rcvitaliLing the Punch
... , he Punchou1 shou ld be
~ial ou1le1. We want the Punch
to become a thrivin g ar1c ry
Howard\ soci,11 scene. s imilar
1hat ot ·1 he l'il · on i\ Ditfcrc
World'" said Thomas
uGSA "ill be presen ting i
agenda at ii\ '1rst meeting, to
held on Scp1ember 12 al 7 p .m
the Blackburn forum. The mceti
is open to the puhlic and UGS
encourage, everyone to com
cspecialri ,tudcnts interested
volunteering.

Said Program, Director Oanet
Gerald, "We arc looking forward
J peat ,car with a lot of s tudc
i n,ol\cnient. \\;:".mt to en~·o1na
,1udc1Hs to hccomc iO\ohcd w1
\;GS.\ whe1hcr ii'< ,ts \'Oluniccr
.1 spcc1,1tor

1
1

0

very

suppor1ive in making the event
succc,;sful."
The Block Par1y. which was held
on August 21 from 5 to 9 PM,
marked the first of what UGSA
hopes to become an annual C\'enl.
"The block part} was very
positive. It was a good oppor1uni1y

UGSA Coordinator Memone Paden {left) and Programs
Oirectore Da nnette Gerald (right) plan to involve students In
programs th roug their volunteer system.

Homecoming committee plans
events to uplift student body
By Chana Garcia
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Donya Mathe ny and Nikki

After part icipa1ing in the
housing loller} last spring and
receiving housing contracts 1hrough
1he mail confirming room
assignmen1s. residen1s or the
I toward Plan Towers Wes1 were
welcomed back 10 Howard
University with long check-in lines
and confusion in their dorm.
Some ,1uden1s who arrived
on 1he official check-in dav, August
24, wailed for hours 10 ·get their
room asl>ignmcnts and keys. And,
when s1udent, did rece"e 1heir
room ~1~signmcnts. manv wc:rc
dissatisfied b.!cause the) icre nOI
placed in 1he rooms that they h,1d
expected.
Thoma, Flag1:. a junior, said
he faced problems <furing check-in
when he did not receive lhe room
to which he had been assigned and
for which he had paid. " I bad paid
all of my bi lls and they Mill would
not give me the room that I paid
for,"ne said. "I had to gel in 1ouch
with Dean Keene before I could
make the lloward Towers staff
realitc tha 1 their ac1io ns we re
unlawful and 1hc} had 10 g ive me
what I had paid for."
Howa rd Plaza Tower$
building manager Larry Frelow
said the room assignmeni
procedure was one of the reasons
for 1he sluggish service Mudents
received wb11c c hecking in. The
Office of Residence Life senl 90
percen1 of lhe West Towe rs
residents contracts for double studio
units when only JO percent of the
uni1s in 1he bu ilding are double
studios. Frelow said 1hu1he did nol
realize students would he so upset
aboul nol receiving that room lypc
when they were assigned to a less
expensive one.
"We though! s1uden1s would
be happy 10 get some money back,
but 1he¥ d 1dn'1 ca re about the
money,' he said. •·11 w as a n
expensive lei,son we learned ."
Shaneasha Edwa rds , a
sophomore, returned 10 ~ hool to
find that the room assignmeqt on

admmistrators

for us (UGSA) to mix the freshman
class and returning students in a
non- academic sell ing. We also
proved that we could ge1 together
with the communi ty 111 .in open
situation without an, , 1olcncc
There were no drugs or alc:ohol to
our knowledge. With 1he help of the
Presidcn1. \\ e'd like 1ocontinu,· this
posit ive e\cnt as a tradi1ion for
>cars to come," Thomas said.
UGSA has planned other ewn1s
10 promote positivity on campus,
including a lecture series fca1uring
such prominent speakers as Dr.
Benjamin Chavis.
UGSA has also planned an
adminis1rative series fca1uring
speakers from llo" ard 's O\\ n
administration. President 11. Patrick
Swygert and 1he vice president of
academic affair,. Steve Favors, arc
slated 10 participalc
The Fa ll f est. scheduled for
Scp1emher 13- JS, will h:a1urc a
variety ot ac1iv11ics from a

Posi1i, i" has been the driving force bchinll 1h1S
, c.,r·, I 1t,mecoming c,cn1~. TI1c week of October 2:?
'.!'I has been organ11ed in hopes ot crcaling positi,c
vibes wi1hin the l loward community. The I lomccoming
C'ommiuce has declared this year', theme. "Positive
Vibrations: The Spir it Awakens.'' a mission for a
product i, c school year.
I lomeooming Chairper.on Steffanie Carr and her
,tart came up wi1h lhc Iheme It) describe whal they were
lr)'ing to accomplish for 1hc war. Carr hcli~es thal the
ia.•ca of positi\C vibes came· a1 just the right time and
,s e,acth wha1 1lo,\ard needs.
"We arc in a time of transition in terms of our
new president. We wanl student, to fee l proud of
Homecoming and we hope !his is something thal will
carrv over to other committees and transcend
floniecomin~." she ,.,id.
"We ha,c been paying so much attention to many
of 1hc negative thing, going on. such a, the O.J. case,
the hudgc1 cuts antfproblems wi1h affirmative action
that wc need sometbing positive to gel us off this
ncgali\'c vibe," added Mike Daniels, oo-coordina1orof
the Howardfcst.
The Howardfcs1, which will wkc place on !-rida).
Oct. :?7. will take on 1he appearance of a carni,al ,and
will include m:my of its own events.
"There will be so many things going on and
everyone will be plaxing a part. Homecoming also falls
a week after the \11llion Man March which will alw
add to the posi1ive vibe," said Daniels.
Carr slated thal llomecoming " ill hc diffcren1
lhis year in 1h, 1 slUdCnls will plu}· a crucial par! in
radiating positivity in10 the Homecoming event,. She
added that many s1udcnts fell as if they were unahlc to
parlicipatc in Rast Homecoming,~. and, a, ,1 result. were
not fully satisfied with many of the event,.
Ayana Charleston, a sophomore biolog)' major.
agreed.

"l.,1,1 }·e.ir, I lomcc,)m,ng didn't rcall} live u
10 m} expcc1a1ion,. I th<•ught it
going to be bcttc
,o I'm looking fom,,rd to tbi, ,car in hopes th.11 it wil
be belier."
·
According to D.,ancn Str.1chcn, ,1s,,ocia1e dircc1oc;
or ,1uden1 .,c1i, iue,. 1hc llomecominl! Steering
Committee ha, rccci,cd appruxirnateh 25' or 1he S7S.
sludcnt .,ct,, ii\ fee required ot nll ,1i1dcnts Ibis
allowed them to plan 111.my ot the ,.,me even1, 1hat ,,c
cnJO}Cd lasl )Car. ,uch .,, 1he Rh~thm & l'oclr) Ciph
and the S1ep Sho\\, '" "ell •" Ka,ino :-li1:h1 and 1U1
Alumni Conccr1. '"" ne" activi1ie, 1ha1 will hopefully
add 10 the rc,1ivities and remain a pan of future
scheduled c,cnt,.
M,tn) coordin:11ors h.l\c also made changes in
attempls to impro,e their ,\COis. Rene fou",1int, co.
coordmator of the Rh, Ihm ,1,;. Poe In Cipher. plan, 10
eliminate some 10 the'contu,ion of l.1,1 ,car\ Ciphet
"It', !Rhythm lX Poctn Cirhcr] supposed 10 tie
u, inio our .-\fric,,n heritage anti we use hip-hop to
deliver lhat message. \\\:'rl' .:ontinuing 1hc ,.,me vibe
tliis )Car hut we're makmg some change, because, la I
}Car. mam pcopk "ho \\Cre ,eateJ m 1he back fell
rcmo\'ed, so we re Ir} in);- to make improvcmcn1s
as
001 10 repeat 1hc chao,. he ,.,id
The I lnmccoming Commillce "ill also feature
a 1-~00 number for student, 10 call and gi,c thci,
,ugges1ions for 1hc hip-hop ar1i,1 thal 1hc, ,,ould like
I{) sec perform in th,s year', hip hop concer1. The
number will run tor 1"0 ,1raight \\ cc1', in The I lilhor
and, it the budget ;ilkm, tor it. 1hc m<>st-requc,ted arti"
will perform . "Aller lhc poll, \\C'II sec who the studen~
wan I because "c ",ml them to tccl in\111\cd," Can
added
IJecause I IQ\\:mJ's I lomct:oming is one of 1h1
larges! l!\ents invol\ in~ a hi,.tuncalh fll3ck college
outside of 'Frcuk Nie .,nd the B-0ou Cl~'l,ic, the
I lomccomms Con1mittcc \\an1, I hlll1ecoming \\CCk I<
spread poSIIIVC encrro (() all \\ ho ,lllend.
..
"\\c're exJ?<:Cling ()\Cr 1()(1,tlC)(I pcoplc.''.~id Can
so lfomccom1ng should be ., 1,mc 10 reio,ce am
rejuvenate "

"a'

hi

"°

Interested in writing
about campus events?
Come to campus meetings
Monday evenings in the
Hilltop or call Donya or
Natalie at 806-6866.
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PUS PLUS
Cainpus safety iniproved -with blue light systeni

Emergency call box and light.
B).'. Alain Joseph
Hilltop Staff Writer

Selena Lloyd, a irnduate student in
the School or Social \\'<irk. could
not identify the tall. oransc, metal
box that hu•t from the hght pole
located in front of DrC\\ !fall.
The 6.5 foot-by 21-inch box thnt
UO)d saw was one of many Blue
Light security sy,tcm\ that arc now
in operation.

The security systems are
composed of an orange call box, a
red button and a blue light. If a
person witnesses a crime or needs
emergency assistance for any
rca,on, he or she can press the rea
button to alert campus police.
'·The police system can respond
to calls around the clock," ,aid
Lawrence Dawson, director of
campus security.
"Now that l understand the
relevance of the security system, I

feel much safer on lloward"s
campus. I would also want other
students to be aware that the system
exists," Lloyd said.
Increasing the safety on
Howard's campus has been top
priority for many student
organizations, including HUSA and
the Escort Service.
"We wanted the adminiMration
to make due on their promise of
securitr,. and make it their top
priority,· said HUSA vice president
Kofi Rashid.
Thirty-three additional blue li~hts
were installed in the univcrsiiy \
parking lots. There will be 5:? lighis
when the installation is completed.
The cost of the project was
estimated at $70,000.
" l think it is a worthwhile
investment, we need to make sure
our students remain safe," said
Steve Favors, vice president of
student affairs.
The ori~inal plan was for all of
the Blue Light security systems to
be in place by the bcginmg or fall
semester. Present!). 19 operating
security sy,1ems an: connected to
building mounts or light post, in
order to operate with 120 \'Oils of
power. The remaining 33 security
systems will sit independently on
poles that must be connected to

Campus Pals help freshmen
adjust to college life at HU
By Alain Joseph
Ht ttop Slaff writer

This August, the 49-)car-old
Campus Pal org .. niLation again
welcomed the new cntr.mts with
o~n a.rms into _the lloward
Univemty community.
Several new entrants were
thorou_ghlv impressed with the
friendhncsi. the Pills radiated.
"The Pals made me feel at
home;· said freshman Mike
Law,on,
a legal communications major.
Lee Evans, a freshmen majoring
mfine am, said that throughout the
orientation the Pals created a "fun
atmosphere."
Freshmen orientation started on
August 19 with an .. Ice Cream
Social.. where entrants and Pals
mingled. Orientation will end
tonight with the annual Blackburn
Center party.
During the two-week freshmen

orientation,
Campus
Pals
sponwrcd 10 events. "Meet Your
Pal" and '"Just Kickin· It" nights
were opportunities for frc.,hman to
interact and rccei,c perspectives
from their Pal,. And last Sunda,Y
they journeyed to the Kings
Dominion amusement park.
There are a total of 50 Campus
Pals who arc dedicated to acting as
mentors to freshmen. Campus Pals
help make the transition from high
school to college life easier.
The executive board consists of
Chairman Roger Mitchell; Vicechairwoman Melanie Alston:
secre taries Rhea Walker and
Tiffany Harris and Business
~ ana1;cr Tom Joyner.
· We dedicate ourselves to
making the new-entrant transition a
successful one," Mitchell said.
.. This organization has an
excellent commitment to the
university. We show you instead of
tellin~1ou what the university is all
about. second-year pal D' Mazana

Lumkanda, a junior majoring in
finance. said.
Dervin Kemp. a freshmen
majoring in biolog). appreciates
the attitude and assistance of the
Pals.
"fhc) taught me the ropes of
what goes on rn campus life and
how 10 survive," Kemp said.
Natonya Albritton, a senior
majoring in television production,
saia she cnjo}s being a Campus
Pal. Albritton shows her
enthusiasm for Howard w that new
students can share the same
cnthm,iasm.
To many of the Campus Pals the
tiencfits to being a big brother or
big sister to new student, arc
cnclless.
"'The moM important part of
orientation is that we provide our
students with the information that
is going to make their tenure here
a successful one." Pal adviser
Torrance Samuels said.

l20 volts of power in underground
wiring.

The Blue Light system was
placed according to several location
principles. Tlie systems were
located on University prOl)CIIY near
rccognilable landmarks, including
entrances. pedestrian intersections
and well-traveled paths.
Some say the implementation of
the systems has heightened the
feeling of security among students.
"Jt·s good to know that there will
always be a place to go in case of
an emergency,'' said Lisa Liriano, a
Junior maJ0ring in human
development.
Kenneth Gregory, a sophomore
majoring in finance, said, "I think
it will make others feel safer.
especially since there was so much
crime on campus last year."
Other students foci that some
measure of security is better than
nothing at all.
"In many cases crime happens
too fast for anyone to catch the
criminal. but this system is a step up
from hist )car," said Jamal Recd. a
sophomore majoring in television
and film.
Exercise physiology major Stacy
Whilliams believes tliat the campus
,ccurity docs not have enough
manpower to perform security tasks

SPEAK

~

Between hostile media coverage, a Congress
attempting to eliminate funding and a decrease in
student enrollment, many wonder ,f Howard University
is still the premier institution of higher learning where
great Black minds congregate to exchange ideas and
build the next generation of leaders.
But Unhersit, students Patrick Castro. a junior
, majoring in television production. and Michael Kheo.P,
a third year legal communications major, believe it 1s.
And they have dedicated a good portion of their time
to a better Howard. Heading towards this goal, they
established Eruptions oT Funk, a non-profit
organization which takes its name from Toni Morrisons
first JlO\'CI. Bluest Eye.
Havin_g recognized the problem of Howard students
losing faith in the school's ability to guarantee a
successful future. they set about to devise a means by
which Howard students wou Id keep the money they
spend in the Uni,crsity community Thus, creatmg an
atmosphere of interdependence between students and
the school.
'1nc basic premise is not actually about the money
imolvcd in the project, but the desire to show students
the power that we have if only we would unify to
achieve our goals. It seems that students forget the
power that comes with with a unified direction,"
Kheop said.
Their first effort in this direction has been the
eSlllblishmcnt of the Howard University Student Shuttle
Bus, a student owned shuttle system that delivers an
economical alternative to the use of the District's ever
increasing prices for mass transport.
The shuttle began operation on August 31 and plans

Stations located In strategic places throughout campus.
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What are your goals for the 1995-96
school year?
I;/)

"To get a 4.0 each
semes~repare for
the M
and begin
to apf.!.Y to medical
schoo.

.. lo become more
rocused on e~actl) what
1t 1, that I ",mt to get ,>ut
of llo\\ard.'

J acqui Grime,,
Senior
Biology

Freshman
Radio-JV-Film

~

~

~
"My goa l i, to
seriously _get a 4.0 so I
can acquire numerous
scholarships to cover
my loans and hor.;:fullr,
a new car in my uturc. ·

I;/)

..Th make the Dean', List
and the basketball team.

Matthew Berg
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

~odele Ankoa oduKi
So~~omore
Business Management

"My goal!i,_arc to raise
my
graae
point
average, get more
involved in schoo l
ac ti vities.get
acquainted wi th the
stuilent hody and chill ...

Andre Wilkins

Freshman
Adminbtration
Jusicc

of

Compiled by Lylnh Homes
Photos by Kim Gaines
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.. To become more
Jct1,c in m, studies and
educate myself "ith
info that llow,ird
students have to giw.

E rika
SosollsoSimpson
Sophomore
Biology

SPEAK

~

!

Donll' Rodger,;

'•

arc to continue operation throughout the schoolJ•car.
It provides front-door service to Drew Hall an the
Harriet Tubman Quadrangle. A separate bus provides
service to the Howard Pla7.a Towers.
Buses run on an extended weekend schedule with
operations beginning every Thursday from 61>m to
10pm, with direct service to Safeway Grocery Store.
On Fridays, the bus services both Union Station and
Adams Morgan, with departures beginning at 6pm and
continuing unti l midni!!,ht. The shuttle continues on
Saturdays with stops in Ccorgctown as \\CII as Safcw,1):
And on Sunday the it wilf run as transport to the
Smithsonian and other cultural events.
Funding for the shuttle was J>rovidcd by students
who donated money to the organization.
The first day of operation saw the bus running
smoothly and the student body being extremely
supportive of the effort. While the buses were not
packed for opening day, those who were informed of
the availabihty of tnc bus were quick to offer support.
" I think it's a good idea, for it gives students wuhout
access to cars the ability to get around and sec the rcs1
of the city,.. Damon Welburn. a senior majoring in
public relations, said.
Sean Jensen, a second year student majoring in
Allied Health "believes the shuttle service will be of
help to students, for it allows them to get to different
dcstiMtions in the city without having 10 deal with the
D.C. population."
Shuttle bus fares arc one dollar, two dollars round
trip.
Drop-off shuttle bus sights:
•Union Station
• Safcway--Georgia Ave. and Piney Branch Rd.
• I'ts Your Mug Coffee House
•Gcorgetown--corner of Wisconsin and P Street.

wmng," said Latoya Mosley, a senior
maJOrmg in clinical lab science.
'"Howard must be a safe haven.
I want to give back the security that
lloward gave to me when I was a
student," President Swygert said.

I;/)

Howard students serviced by
student owned shuttle system
By Benjamin Johnson
HIiitop Staff Writer

SPEAK

in a timely fashion .... fhe security
force has alwaxs been shortstaffcd," said Wh1lliams.
" I personally feel that it is a false
sense of security. By the time anyone
comes to aid you, you'll be dead,
because something always goes

~
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Obstetrician/Gynecology Department loses accreditation
Ely Angel D. Lloyd
Hilltop Staff Writer
Since the 1930s Howard
Universit y's department of
obstctriCS/gynccology resident ial
program has trained med ical
~tu.rents from all over the nation.
Yet today, this pcogram, the oldest
formal training program lor blacks,
ha~ an enrollment of zero.
As of June 30th, the residential

program is no longer accredited to
train residents.
Or. Osborne, Chairman of the
depart ment
·
of
obstctriCS/gynccology reassuringly
stated that losing the accredita11on
had nothing to do with the quality
of the program.
"To adequately train a certain
number or students there muM be
enough resources, which we did
not have," he said.
Previously the program tra ined

24 reside nts over a four year
period; however in order to regain
,ts accredita tion, Dr. Osborne
believes a fewer number of
residents wil I have to be accepted
to the program.
According to Dr. Matory, Interim
Assistant Medical Director of the
depart ment
of
obstetrics/gynecology, the tra inirg
program 1s evaluated on its
facilitie~, resources and the number
of doctors available to teach the

residents specialization in the field.
The Accred ita tion Council
conducted a review of the training
program about four years ago and
at the time Howard didn't employ
many specialists in obstetrics and
gynecology. The council warned
me department that the program's
accreditation was at stake and
corrections were made; evidently
the council wanted to sec more
changes.
"'Just like all other schools we

have to prepare ourselves along the
way," Dr. Matory said, "we have to
ma inta in and keep up high
standards."
Unfortunate ly there were a
number of students who had not
completed their four-year training,
but with I loward's a'\Sistancc these
studenl~ were given the opportunity
10 finish their training.
"'We are rcspqnsibfo 10 complete
their education, and we were able to
find other institutions for them to

learn at across the nation," Dr.
Matory said.
The main objective for the
department now 1s to regain its
accreditation. ·n1cy have submitted
an application and granting that the
program meets the_ council's
requirements. the trammg prolJ.ram
will be in operation a~ain wilhm the
next year.

If interested in writing campus news, contact Donya or Natalie at
806-6866
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September 1, 1995
Dear Student Colleagues:
Thirty-four Septembers ago, I was a first-year student here, living in Cook Hall and
wondering what the future would hold. During my stay on this campus, I was
embraced by the entire University community and given an opportunity to grow, a
sense of direction, and exposure to the core values that inspire me to this day.
I have traveled fairly extensively since my student days here and have held
leadership positions on two campuses, but I can testify clearly to the truth of that
familiar old saying: There's no place like home. I am grateful to the Board of
Trustees for giving me the opportunity to return to Howard University as its
president. It's great to be back home. My family and I look forward to spending
many, many years here.
As I begin my presidency, I consider building a mutually rewarding and respectful
relationship with you, our students, of paramount importance. To that end, let me
assure you that I share your concerns about a number of key issues. Let me cite a
few.
• Keeping the channels of communication open between us. You should know
that throughout my career in higher education, I have made it a special point to
be available and accessible to students. It is a pattern I vow to continue at
Howard. With this in mind, I have designated Thursdays and Fridays, from
4pm to 5pm for student appointments.
•

Maintaining the quality of the academic programs. This entails ensuring that
academic programs have all the resources -- faculty, library, laboratory, computer,
and others -- to foster excellence. I also recognize that there are two sides to this
equation. The other side is your willingness, as students, to work and to work
hard. You must demonstrate that you understand the standard for all of our
activities at the University must be excellence. Plain and simple: We simply
cannot settle for anything less than excellence, and you should demand nothing
less than excellence from the University.

•

Enhancing the quality of student life here at the University and that includes
everything from improving the conditions of our residence halls and widening
access to recreational and co-curricular activities to addressing the issue of
campus safety. Nothing should take precedence over providing a safe and secure
environment for our students. Please be assured that, even in this difficult fiscal
climate, I am determined to make resources available for this purpose.

•

Recognizing the value of student participation in the life of the University. I
have always been a strong supporter of student government and student
participation in organizations and other activities. I recognize fully that HUSA
and other student organizations serve as valuable training grounds for
leadership, enabling our students to eventually manage and lead complex
organizations. It follows from this that I intend to be supportive of HUSA and its
goals and look forward to working with its leaders and those of other student
organizations during the academic year.

•

As the first step in this process, this fall, I will hold a retreat with HUSA and other
student leaders to discuss areas of mutual concern. The event is part of a series of
retreats we are holding with members of the Howard family to address issues, seek
solutions, and develop strategies to meet the challenges facing the University.
You, our students, are the living embodiment of Howard's specialness. In the grand
and glorious Howard tradition, you are the future. I want to assure you that I will do
everything in my power to ensure that Howard continues to provide the kind of
rich, nurturing environment that fosters leadership. At the same time, I want to
remind you that you must do everything in your power to take advantage of the
opportunities such an environment makes possible. We are all in this together.
I was one of the many young men and women who came to Howard with vague
dreams and vague hopes. Howard helped me focus both. The University served me
well, as it has countless others.
We are in this together. Together we can ensure that Howard University not only
survives, but thrives. Together, we can make a difference on this campus, in the
nation, and in the world.
I have used this letter as a vehicle for sharing some off my thoughts with you. I
welcome such opportunities, just as I welcome hearing your ideas, your dreams, and
yes, even your complaints.
Please accept my personal best wishes for a productive and satisfying academic year.
You are here to learn and to serve. I am sure that you will continue to enhance the
Howard legacy.

~Z111wr,JJ:
H. Patrick Swygert
President

'
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:Reynolds announces resignation fron1 Congress
·------------By J onathan L Wharton
I

'

Hilltop Staff Writer

After being charged with sexual
: misconduct, Rep. Mel Reynolds
11 (0 -IL), a member or the
, Congressional Olack Caucus. has
: announced that he will resign from
: the US. I louse of Representatives
, by October I of this year.
:
Earl ier last week. the former
: Rhodes scholar was convicted on
, charges of sexual assault,
' aggravated criminal sexual abuse
, ana child pornography 111c charge!>
call for a min imum sentence· of
i four years.
:
Reynolds was charged with
• performing these sexuar acts in
: 1992 with then 16-year-old Beverly
: Head, one of h is campaign
, volunteer...
Reynolds, a lWO•lerm
member of the !louse Ways and
Means Comm iucc, had man)

cons1i1uet11s looking forw,1rd lo a
strong repre~cntative in Congress.
Durmg nn appearance on
CNN's " Larry Kin g Live,''
Reynolds said that he "made a very
stu pid, imma ture mistake" by
havtng illicit phone conversations
with nead.
TI1e phone COn\'ersations
between Reynolds and J lead were
used as evidence for the jury during
the trial.
"The tapes arc the key 10 the
case. If you bel ieve Beverly, 1ha1·s
al l 1ou need," said Sam Adams,
one·or Reynolds' auorneys.
" I didn't know how old she
was. It wasn't a big deal. I meet a
Jot of people," Reynolds said.
13ut there was considerable
doubt about ll ead's testimony.
I lead first stated that Reynolds and
she had a sexual relationship and
then later adm iucd that it was just
phone sex.
I lc:1d also stated that she told

Rep. Mel Reynolds

involved in a conversation with
someone.. . and had _a fam~sy
phone sex convcr~a t1on wllh

the story 10 prove that Reynolds
"docs have sex with minors."
"I allowed myself 10 get

someone,'' sa id Reynolds.
Reynolds also rererred 10 his
trial as being ·'vcr1 political." He
mentioned tfiat the Democrats were
trying 10 condemn him before the
Republicans would.
"The Democrats were tryi ng
10 pretend or show that they were
more moral titan the Republicans."
Reynolds sa id.
Many o f Reyno lds·
congressio nal
colleagues
responded public ly 10 his
conviction. One of them was his
fellow state dele1,t.ile and Cl3C
member. Sen. Carol Mo,lcy-Brnun.
" Mel Reynolds should rc,ign
from the United States House of
Representa tives." said Mos leyBraun at a recem press conforcncc.
T he leadersh ip or t he
Democratic House commented on
the s ituati on as wel l. ll ouse
Minoritv Leader Richard Gephardt
(D-Mo.) and Rep. Pat Schroeder
(D-Colo.) also opposed Reynolds·

return 10 Congress in September
after the August break.
" I was a lillle disappointed
about how this was handled by
some of my colleagues,'' responded
Reynolds. ''I ' m 1101 perfect and
that ·s 1he way life is. You make
mistakes. J'm glad I'm not siu ing
here admilling I killed somebody,
or that I' m a heroin addict or an
:ilcoholic.''
As a resu lt of his trial,
Reynolds is now having {l roblems
wi th his rin anccs. l is last
congressional pay check. S 11,1 33
for lite month or August, must help
pay his lega l recs and support ltts
wife aml three chi ldren.
" We have basica lly lost
everything and we're about 10 lose
our house," Reynolds said.
Jesse Jackson Jr., son or civi l
rights leader Rev. Jesse Jackson, is
among those who plan to run for
Reynolds· congressional seal.

Tension m.ounts Jordan opens golf center in Illinois
;in Sim.pson trial
1
I

By Kimberlin Love
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

residents arc hav ing a hard time
trusting their police department.
Geoffrey Montague. a
sophomore majoring in business
management said, ·'11 scares me
when I hc:1r that :1 cop can I-ill a
Black man and get away with it
because t he peop le "ho arc
sup(?!?scd to protect me arc trying
to k ill me."
After two dal's ot court
delays. Judge I.mice fto ruled on
the motion to allow the jurors 10
listen 10 the tapes. I le ruled that the
jurors could hsten 10 two of the 41
times l·uhrm.1 n used the \\Ord

II
I
I

.. niggcrH

O.J. Simpson

By Janelle Lynette Thompson
Hilltop Staff Writer
As summer heated up. so did
the "trial of the centurv." O.J.
Simpson, who is on trial for the
murilers of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman, along with
jurors and the rest of America saw
a turn of events as the prosecution
concluded its arguments and the
defense began its own.
T lie latest saga i n the
Simpson trial deals with the Mark
Fuhrman tapes. Fuhrman is the
retired Los Angeles Police
Department de1ec111e who found
the bloody glove al S impson's
estate and scaled Simpson s gate
after finding blood stains on his
; dril'cway.
On the tapes. Fuhrman
allegedly uses the word "nigger"
rcpc.11cdly and makes reference to
, police framings.
Dolores"Powell, a counselor
: at South Central Los Angeles trade
, school said, "h's just lil:c Rodney
' King. Now they nave proof."
In March, when Fuhrman
fim took the stand, he denied ever
using the word ·•nigger" with in the
last ten years. but in Ju li' the
derense got hold of some thirteen
: hours wort h or tapes with
1 Fuhrman's voice on them.
Fuhrman stales that he was
being taped ror a screenplay that he
, was doing wi th La ura ll an
McKinney, a North Carolin a
screenwriter.
The dcfonse.
: however, claims that the epithets
Fuhrman used were his ow n
I feelings and not a scr ipt.
After the Rodnev King
beating and now with the defense's
, claim or framing of S impson by
: LAPD oflicers, some Los Angeles

I

Before the prosecution rested,
they brought into court the actua l
gloves from the crime scene and
had Simpson try them on in front
of the jurors.
After trying the gloves on.
Simpson said. "1'1ic1· do not fit."
More startling evidence in the
Simpson trial dealt with bloody
SOCKS
found in Simpson s
bedroom. The LAPD said the
sock, were on the floor in the
morning. but "hen the LAPD
videographer arrived no socks
were found. 'Inc defense alleges
that the socks were planted.
The length or the 1rial has
been a concern since the
beginning. While the prosecution
1001' six months to present its case.
the defense has promised six
weeks. The defense has been
sticking 10 its promise by calling
six witnesses on the first day oT
testimony and averaging three 10
four witne"es each Jay~after.
Although many people still
follow the Simpson tria1 fanhfully.
1he majority of the people arc tired
of the trtal. especially L.A.
residents.
Shameka Lloyd. a sophomore
radio-1v-rilm major and L.A.
rc..sident s:iid, "The trial has gone
on for 100 long. It was a hot topic
in the beginning. but now people
arc un interested'."
Wh ile a great number or
pcor.le arc tired of the S impson
tria . some good h:1, come ahou1
and some learning.
Christopher Coleman. a
second-year Howard law sl\ldent
and L.A. resident said, "I follow
the trial because I am in law school
and it all ows me to apply my
knowledge or the law 10 a real-life
trial.''
The defense hopes to have
its case wrapped up by next week.
The prosccuuon will then have one
to two weeks of rebuual. and the
jur) will go into deliberation and
return wiih a verdict. Reports say
the Simpson trial is expected 10 be
over by the end of September.

13askethall great Michad Jordan
has done it again. hut this time it"s
neither basebal l nor basketballil 's golr.
Jordan recently formed the
Michae l Jordan Golf Company.
which is dedicated to dc\'cloping
and ?pcrating high quality golf
pracuce and lcarnmg centers.
The headquarters for the new
company, called Michael Jordan
Golt Centers, will be in Aurora.
Ill inois. Damcn Smith. a
sophomore pr int jnurnali,m major
fH1m \ urora. believe, tha t the
centa will lt.tn a positive effect on
the communitv.
•·J foci tftat the golf center is
good because Michael is dning
something positive ;111d this win
owrshadow some ncgatil'e feelings
people have from him returning 10
the NB,\." Sm ith said.
Centered on a 33-acre parcel
located on the Merid ian Business
Campus, the ,go lf center will
prov ide practtce and training
facilities as well as fam il)
rct·reation in a sports theme sett ing
that i, upscale. cheerful and clean.
In addition 10 the sports
theme . the facility will pro, ide
adult programs along with
aggressil'c junior golf cour-cs 10 be
developed by a National Advisory
Board that will be headed by Father
John P. Smyth. a longt ime leader in
community youth programs in the
Chicago area.
~
Aurora. whose population is
120,000. is l 2'"h Black, 65%

_..,

Michael Jordan Golf Practice Cente r In Auro ra, II.
While. 1sc, ll isp:tnic and 5%
Other.
Cassandra ll avden. a
freshman electrical cn1,tincering
major from Aurora, feds the golf
center docs not inq*e tht Bfock
communit).
"h docs 1101 come into contact
with the Black majoril) because
the golfing commumty in Aurora is
Wh11e." Ha)den said.
Howe\'Cr. Hayden docs nol
bel ieve that Jordan is try ing 10
distance himself from Blacks.
" I believe the golr center is
Michael's way of interact ing more
with the suburbs and allowi ng
others 10 view him who can·, come

Subscribe to
The Hilltop.
Call 806-6866
for more
information.

lilc.

"Since there isn't much 10 do
in Aurora. the golf center should
gi\'e adults, as we ll as youth
something 10 do." Smith said.
The principle shareholders or
the \1 ichael Jordan G01r com11any
arc Jordan and president and CEO
Charles W. Reeves, who has an
cx1ensil'e backgrou nd in the
development of golf facilities.
Although Reeves will handle
the management of the company,
Jordan will be invo lved in
s ign ifica nt
po licy- making
decisions concerning 1he direction
of Ihe busincss.

'

Capitol
·Highlights
Educntion Report Highlights Educational Achic, emcnts
In an allempl 10 convince Republ icans not 10 cut education
programs. the U.S. Department of Education recently released its
annual Coalition of Education report from the Nationa l Center for
Education Statistics.

•••

"No one should have 10 \\Ork in these unacceptable and intolerable
conditions." sa id Sen. Barb,tra Milkul,ki (D-Md).
llousc Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-G,1.) has for med a Republ ic:111
congressional pan~I 10 appom1 a new AOC he,1d and change the
employment pracuccs of the agency.

The Education report showed a dramatic improvement among high
school students. Among those graduating. 62perccnt went on 10 fouryear colleges, a numbetup 13 pcrce111 since 1980. Also. the number of
student, who have completed their high school education has
increased from 93.9 percent in 1980To 95.5 percent last year.

The collgrcssiona l panel hopes 10 conclude its decision on the
agency before 1hc budget passes.

'"Areas in which schools, commun ities and states have focused their
auention arc now receiving stronger results of greater studcm
achievement,'' slated Educat ion Secreta ry Richard Riley.

"If we get into some long. drawn-out task force process and we arc
un_ablc 10 meet our objectil'es for the 11)96 budget. that's a problem;'
said Mack.

Still. Riley men tioned that the recent $3.8 billion cuts planned for
education programs in the I ()<}6 hudgct will have ncga1i-.: results.
II is predicted that. by 1997. elementary, midd le and high school
enrollment will have reached a record high of 5 I million students.
"This is no time 10 retreat from our efforts to keep educat ion a
national priorit);" concluded Ri ley.
Discriminatory Agency May Be Prirntizcd

Panel members include Rep. Jim Nusslc (R-lowa). Rep. Ron
Packard (R-Cal if.) and Sen. Conn ie Mack (R-Fla.).

\not her Secrctm·y In llcat
U.S. I lousi ng and Urban Development Sccrc11ry llenry Cisneros is
facing legal and financial problems.
As a result of his 1994 court case with mistress. Linda Medlar,
Cisneros is still trying 10 pay the $48.000 seulemcnt and $4,000
monthly support tor lier.
" It is excced in~ly cxpcnsi"c 10 be having 10 expend le.);\al fees while
one tries 10 servec>n a hxed government income; said C1sncros.

Arter the recent scandal in the Architect of the Capitol's (1\0C)
office about its underpaid Black employees. Congress h:is decided to
organi7C a 1a,k force 10 privatize the agenC)'·

Before becoming sccretan. Cisneros ~arned ;i lmm,l $300,000
annually between ltts sa lary irnd speaki ng engagements :is head of
Cisneros Asset Mana!',ement.

The AOC's 2,000 employees oversee and maintain the Capitol
grounds and bu ildings. Last year. the agency's head, George White,
was accused of unfair employment practices. Many or his higher paid
jobs were offered 10 White engineers and architects, while the
m,1jority of his underpa id, blue-collar positions wem 10 Blacks.

Now, with a cabinet s.1 lary of S 148,400. Cisneros is still paying for
the sell lemcnt a,:d lcsal fees incurred from the court case. With
lawyers in both Wash111g1on :md "lcxas serv ing as counsel. Cisneros is
currently consideri ng other options.

Having been opposed by both congressiona l members and a
government report. the agency official now plans 10 resign from his
position by November of this year.

'

10 his games," I la\'den said.
Patrons or the Michael Jordan
Go l r Cen ter wi ll experience a
customized game of golf on :m SOtee practice range. complete with
target greens and water hazards. as
well as two 18-hole min i;t1urc golf
courses. one or which will feature
a Michael Jordan theme.
Other amenities include
practice greens and bunkers for
pulling, chipping and sand shots. a
well-stocked goff shop and ample.
free !larking.
The Auror:1 communil)' hopes
that the new golf center will lmng
additional revenue to the citl' anti
add spice 10 the town's community

•

I

•-------- - - - ---------- -----

_____,..

"Al some poi nt, it may become a li miting factor on how long I can
do this joh," Cisneros admilled.
Compil e\! by Jonath an L. Wh:tl'lon

Get $$$ and published! Write National
News. Contact Janelle Thompson at
806-6866.
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Anti-Black sentiment
rapidly descends on U.S.
In the past year1 legislation, judicial decisions and
socialpolicies have orought the political state of Black
America back to that of the 1950's and 1960's. The
Republican Party took over Congress about a year ago
anil has since initiated mucli legislation to our
detriment. But beyond the Republican party, a general
anti-Black scn11mcnt is beginning 10 dominate
American society.
Earlier this year, 1:,e Congressional Black and
Hispanic Caucuses were stripped of their funding in
one of the initial demonstrauons of disrespect for the
minority vote. Even before the Republicans took over,
a predominantly Democratic party passed what many
said was a racist crime bill.
The bill proposed to spend millions of dollars on
the building of new prisons while funding for education
decreased. The bill will make harsher sentences for
street drug peddlers (largely Black men) but not for
bulk drug oistributors (mostly White men). Republican
amendments to the oill will do away w ith social
programs like midnight basketball, which has helped
keep young Black men off the street.
Also in the past year, we've had the forced
resignation of presidential appointees Michael Espy
(Agricultural Secretary) and Jocelyn Elders (Surgeon
Cenera\). Both were mitially backed by Pres 1<len1
Clinton when controversy arose but were eventually
fired after enormous media pressure. Elders '
replacement, Dr. Henry Foster, was never given a
Senate confirmation-further reducing the number of
Black appointees.
The conservative Supreme Court has also played
its role in the new anti-Black political era. A
scholarship designated for Black stodents attending the
University of Maryland was ruled unconstitutional by
the court. The scholarship was a major reason why
Black enrollment at the University of Maryland at

College Park is much higher than at most While
campuses.
This case, which abolished the scholarship, laid
the groundwork for another Supreme Court decision
which damaged the history of affirmative action. This
summer, the courts changed the scope of affirmative
action by ruling in favor of a white contractor, saying
quotas and other such policies should only be used in
certain circulT'.Stances. Many political analysts say
affirmative action will be abolished soon. The policy
may need to be amended, but employment
discrimination and institutional racism is still very
much alive in America.
Recently. judges and legislators again discounted
the Black vote by dismantling redrawn Black
congressional districts. Such districts were established
after the 1965 Voting Rights Act to allow Blacks a
bcuer chance for political representation. This new
development will reduce the number of Black elected
officiills around the country.
And now our own university faces defunding
from Congress. Nearly 60 percent of Howard's total
budget is provided by the national government. In
auempLs to reduce the near $5 bi llion del>t that America
has incurred, Congress has proposed to balance the
budget by mass cuts- one of wnich being Howard's
fonding. This is one or the many attacks which have
been leveled againM Black colleges.
There are eight million unregistered Black people
in America and many of those who arc rcgistereo don't
vote. The Black vote has been taken for granted because
we have yet 10 leverage our political power. Though
many might want to blame recent setbacks on
Republicans, no political party has been to favorable
to Black concerns. The "angry White male" syndrome
is growing in American politics and at this rate, we
might find ourselves out of jobs, schools, and politics
and into prisons in the near future.

Howard's businesses must
P!Ovide training ground for
University students
In freshman orientation, the administration tells
us that Howard is the biggest Black business in the
country. It has the largest enrollment among Black
colleges, two radio stations, a television station, \Yonder
Plaza, a hospital and a hotel. Studenis were proud to
know that not only were they attending the most
prestigious Black University but the biggest Black
business as well.
But now Howard's debt-riddled hospital has laid
off over 600 employees in less than a year. We've all
heard the rumors that the main radio station (WHUR)
and the television station (WHMM) arc likely to be sold
soon and now the only Black-owned hotel in the
Washington metro area, the Howard Inn, is set to close
on October 30.
On March 7, 1978, the Harambce House opened
its doors as the only Black-owned hotel in the city.
Howard purchased the establishment in 1981 for $1.3
million, a great price, but has yet 10 make much profit.
The question is now: Is profit the only reason why
Howard owns the hotel or the radio and television
stations?
These entities could be excellent training grounds
for university students. Is the Howard Inn a part of the
hospitality-management program? Arc WHUR and
WHMM a part of the radio, television and film
program? And is Wonder Plaza a part of the School of
Business'/ Howard's enterprises need to be a large and
integral part or of the academic programs. I loward has
vast resources but few are actually accessible to

students.
The Howard Inn is not only a potential experience
builder for students, but the hotel has a rich history and
is a source of pride in the Black community. Ed
Murphy, the Black businessman who founded the
Harambcc House, is currently working on a plan 10
purchase the hotel with a group of Black investors. If
Howard must give up operations of the establishment,
it would be best if it remained Black-owned.
Some reports claimed that the administration
might not sell the building but turn it into a dorm,
allowing Howard to close ~eridian Hill Hall and Park
Square- bringing all the dorms on or very near
campus. That might sound good 10 some, but what
about the entire community? When Howard first
announced plans 10 close the historic hotel, city council
members, officials from the Mayor's office and many
other~ expressed their concern and disappointment
over the Board of Trustees· decision.
Again, Howard"s board made a drastic decision
without first consulting students and the outside
community. Sabana Litile, a Howard alumnus and
director of the mayor's Office or Tourism, questioned
the board's decision, citing its lack of lloward alumni
involvement.
There's less than two months until African
Americans mie,ht lose their only hotel in the area. But
beyond that, ttits issue raises the questions of student
inclusion in university decisions ani! utilizing I loward's
resources to best serve and educate the stuclents.

People around the world seek
justice for Mumia Abu-Jamal
Since June, the entire world has been focusing
on the case of a Black man accused of murder. No, not
O.J. Simpson, but Mumia Abu-Jamal. Worldwide
support has been pouring in to Abu•Jamal, whose
supporters claim he is innocent and a political prisoner.
On June 1, 1982, Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge
signed his death warrant after he was convicted of the
first degree murder of a Philadelphia policeman in
1981.
Abu-Jamal had been a Black Panther and a
member of MOVE, the movement which ended with
the bombing of numerous city blocks in Philadelphia.
He was also a well-known journalist and for these
reasons he, along with many others, believed he was
framed and imprisoned.
As for the case, several witnesses say they saw
another man commit the murder. The facts arc that
Abu-Jamal stopped his cab when he saw a Black man
being beaten by a policeman. In the ensuing altercation,
he was shot in the stomach by officer Daniel Faulkner
who was killed.
During the trial, many witnesses weren't allowed
to testify and others somehow disappeared. Even with
the furnishing of new evidence, defense lawyers haven't
been able 10 obtain a new trial for Jamal. But a
groundswell of support from around the globe might
be aiding Abu-Jamal in his fight. Days before his
scheduled execution on August 17, 10,000 protesters
arrived in Philadelphia from as far away as Japan,
Germany, and France. The lauer two countr ies'
governments have also appealed for clemency.
South Africa's President Nelson Mandela, Rev.
Jesse Jackson, Min. Louis Farrakhan, Spike Lee and
many other Black leaders and entertainers have joined
the movement to seek justice for Abu-Jamal. A petition
in Rome calling for a new trail for him garnished
100,000 signatures. After the massive demonstration
in Philadelphia, he was granted a stay of execution and
a court date was set for September 11 to determine if
he will be granted a new trial.

Large support has been generated because AbuJamal 's case needs to be looked into. The discrepancies
around the evidence arc enormous. But beyond his
individual circumstances, this case brings up the
epidemic of disproportionate Black imprisonment
rates. Blach only consti tute 12 percent of the
American population but make up close to 50 percent
of those incarcerated in the United States.
In Pennsylvania, the numbers are worse. Over
60 percent or the inmate population is Black and the
death row prisoners arc overwhelmingly Black in
proportion to state demographics. Judge Albert Sabo,
who sentenced Abu-Jamal in 1981 and has since
retired, sentenced 31 people 10 death during his career,
28 of those were Black.
With the passage of the crime bill and the building
of new prisons, the number of Black males in prison
and on death row will increase. A growing sentiment
in the Black community is that the police are the
enemy. Even in the other case or a Black man
(Simpson) who faces murder- racist police tactics
have been brought to the forefront with officer Mark
Fuhrman.
The Rodney Kings in the Black community are
numerous but the cameras are few. But as more Black
men are jailed and many wrongfully brutalized by
police, the community becomes increasingly hostile.
Many have predicted rampant protests and riots if Abu•
Jamal is ever put to death. His case has the potential
for global ramifications, as thousands have been
organizing for years on his behalf.
Here is a Black man who lived his life as an
activist fighting for his people and one night stopped
to help his brother and was shot in the stomach and later
sentenced to die. This case has crossed the lines of
color. Thousands, if not millions, of justice seeking
individuals have joined the cause for justice for Mumia
Abu-Jamal.

The 1995-96
Hilltop staff
would like to
extend a hearty
welcome to the
Freshmen class
of 1995.
We hope your
years at Howard
University are full
of joyous and
memorable
experiences and
we encourage you
to submit your
opinions to
The Hilltop.
We WII.LCOMC Y ouft
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Affirmative
action only
benefits Negroes
Bv Ta-Nehlsi Coates
HUltop Columnist

I( 1here is one issue thal has

exp0sed America·, racial divide
this year, affirmative action is
ccnainly ii. In a display of pure
politics, Sen. Rober! Dole (R-Ka.).
California Gov. Pe1c Wilson and
company have launched o fullRedgcd auack on whal 1hcy sec as
30 ycal1i of reverse discrimination.
This claim is quickly c~po~ed as
blatanl foolishness when placed
beside 1hc 300 years of
discrimination. lynching, chaucl
sla\'trJ and 1 ,rorb1 1ac1ic~ that
Arnenca I .,• acted ou1 upon Black

people.
We all know thi-,, and "''C
know !hot lhc poli1icions know 1his.
They arc merely playing on 1he
paranoid fears of their While
cons1i1uen1S. Bui 1his is no1 1he
issue. Our purpose here is 10
analyze affirmative action from a
Black perspective and ascertain
exaelly how much ii has nc1ually
benefited Black people.
Let's Slarl by analyzing 1he
class of Black people who have
benefited most from affirmative
action, the Black middle class. or
more precisely lhe Block upper
middle class. Since 1hc 1970\, 1hc
Black middle cla.\S ha.\ expanded 10
record proportions. This fact ha\ a
direct corrcla1ion with affirmative
ae1lon, since ii wa\ during the
1970's lha1 affirmative action 100k
effect.
On 1hc surface, this would
seem like a good thing, bu1
consider 1ha1 while 1hc siLC of 1he
middle class has swelled so has lhe
size of 1hc underclass. Consider
lhal 1he difference in lhe income of
the two hos never been greater.
Consider thal while the Black
middle class is bigger 1han ever.
Ibey really don'l help Black people,
since 1he middle and upper middle
class s1ill do not con1rol 1hc
ins1i1u1ions in the Black
community.
On lop of 1his, consider 1ha1
lhc Black middle class ha.s, up until
now, essentially ignored 1he less
i:>nunate Black underclass. But this
is typical of Americans, in 1ha1
America advances a policy of
individualism. Thai i!., do for self
fi>r sclrs sake, not £or lhe sake of
)our communil). So wbal we have
is a middle class that is
individualistic and basically
obsolete to the resl of Black people.
We have a case of economic
dccapi1ation.
The Black middle class, as
we know ii, was created as a rcsull
of affirmative action and initiatives
coming OUI of the Civil Righls
movement. This movement was
based on 1he a~umplion 1ha1 White
America could be forced 10
recognize 1hc humanity of Black
people. Thal assumption has
proven 10 be a deadly mistake for
1he Black middle class and i1 may
cause its demise.
There is a 1emp1a1ion 10 say
lha1 ii serves 1hc middle class righ1
for forgelling their roolS. Bui lhe

fac1 of 1hc mailer is 1ha1 all Black
people, regardless of class, need
each olhcr. The Black middle and
upper class have 1hc economic
power needed and 1hc Black
underclass contains lhc numerical
backing needed. One cannol move
wi1hou1 1he other.
Even if affirmative action
could help mosl Black people, ii
would be unreliable because it is a
policy 1ha1 hinges upon White
polilicians admiuing thal America
has discriminated against Black
people and presemly continues 1his
discrimination. This is something
While politicians will admit only
when ii helps keep them in power.
Bo1h Gov. Pe1e Wilson, and Sen.
Rober1 Dole once ,upponed
affirmative action measures. Now
1ha1 a select group of Blacks have
become economically prosperous,
affirmative action is not needed 10
help While people sleep al night.
So when we analyze
affirmali\'c action from a Black
perspective, we understand, firsl
1ha1 it has, in pan, led 10 the
es1rnngemcnt of the Black upper
middle class. Secondly, we
understand 1ha1 ii is foully policy
for Black people 10 depend upon,
because ii ·s subj eel 10 1he will of
While America.
You would 1hink thal Black
leader, would understand 1his. You
would think 1ha1 there would be
some prcparn1ion for the economic
independence of Black people. No
such thing. Showing no semblance
of political imagination, 1he circus
1h01 passes for Black leadership has
slipped into a familiar routine of
prostrnting before White America
and asking 1hem 10 provide
economic security for a sclcc1
group of Black people.
Al its best, affirmative action
is partial redemption 10 a group of
people who America ha.s brutalized
for centuries. Al iis wors1. ii is a
cowardly, yet unreliable escape
ticket for a select group of Blacks
from the lower dungeons of
"niggerdomtt. Maybe 1hesc arc
harsh words, but 1hc Black upper
middle class has shown no
compassion for 1be very people
who made !heir prosperity possible.
For 1he pasl 20 10 30 years, lhe
members of 1hc middle class have
failed to build ins1i1u1ions lhat give
1he Black community even a
semblance
of
economic
independence.
This is not an indic1men1 of
every member of lhe middle class.
There arc a sclecl few who have
shown a degree of accoun1abili1y 10
Black people. For the mos1 parl,
middle class Blacks have allcmp1cd
10 live the American dream. A
dream of "me firs1 and screw
everybody else.'' But Dole and Co.
arc about lo show everybody who
the American dream is really meam
for.
I don't supporl lhe Republican
auack on affirmative action. Bui I
don'l support 1he efforts of Negroes
10
become
economically
prosperous and leave the res1 of
Black people for dead eilher.

Students ntust revitalize the
coinntunity
Joseph Spense

In 1995, largcsegmenisofourcommuni1y arc
plagued by _gang violence, drug addic1ion,
brol<en families and dire economic conditions.
For lhc laM 15 years, s1uden1s have only on rare
occasions raised 1heir heads and hearts 10 face
and tackle such problems facing our community.
Whal is community? Wi11Jm 1hc word ilselr
is the word commune. To commune is 10 rel ale,
10 inleract or communicate. What migh1 1his
reveal to us about 1he na1ureof community in our
desire 10 nurse ii back 10 heallh?
Anything 1ha1 improves 1he quality of our
commune, by necessity improves lhe community.
The rool of an improved community is improved
rcla1ions among people. Improved relationships
among peopl_c relies on people doing righ1 by
one another, m words and deeds.
Strong community is buih on strong
families working hand in hand 10 provide ana
ensure lhe economic, spiritual, cduca1ional,
heahh, legal and 01hcr needs for themselves and
1heir prosperity. Strong families work like 1hc
government, securing their unalienable rights,

granted bul _acquired t_hrough work.
Essen11ally, our dilemma is a ballle bc1ween
e~1p1y symbol vs. subsiance. So he 1ha1 will let
him lead. We need no1 wait for someone 10 give
us lhe okay.
TI1c religious and social organizations must
becom~ ~enters for real _community, economic
and spmlual rcJuvena11on. As we challenge
ourse.Ivc~. we mus1 a!so challe nge 1hcse
orgamzat10!1s to ~ I their resources 10 provide
needed businesses mlo 1hc communities where
they. are, In so doi~g. 1he organizations will
provide JO_bs and trammg for tncir unemployed
congrcga11on members and 01hcrs.
Studies have sho,~l) 1ha1 one of the largest
causes of broken fam1hcs have as 1heir rool
pro~l~m, _cco_nomics. ~o a critical step towards
s1ab1hzallon 1s lo provide an econom ic base for
lhc families. The second would be to begin 1hc
process of spiritual rejuvenation so 1ha1 a
stan~ard of m(?ral conduct may be reintroduced
and us neccss11y understood once again 10 1hc
people.
The writer is a senior in the School of
Engineering.

N o parking Wednesday, 12:30-2:30
Hakl Hallsl

Wednesday is s1ree1 cleanin_g
day on I llh stree1. I know 1h1s
seemingly meanin11.less fac1
becausel received a S'20 1icke1 for
parking in fronl of my building
between 1he hours of I 2:30 ana
2:30 p.m. When I came across 1he
1icke1. I wondered. why? Why had
lhc grca1 capi13lis1 machine been 01
worl< on my block, 1oday of all
days?

sweepers in old black-and-while
movies, bul I never ima_gined 1hcy
were s1ill around. Certain jobs jusl
seem obsole1c, like elevator
operators.
This man was real though, and
my being somcwha1 obscS!-1vc, his
image would haunt me for 1hc res1
of 1rie day. I though! about the life
he mus1 nave led 10 arrive a1 ,uch a
station. I said 10 myself, "'He mus1
have picked up millions of crack
vial5 and needlc.5, cspcciallr. on my
block.'' Then I thought, 'Thank
God I graduated from lloward

grade school English 1eacher, 1ha1

nc should pursue carpentry instead

of law.
"Malcolm, one of life's first
needs is for us 10 be realistic. Don'l
misunderstand me now, we all here
like xou, you know 1ha1. A lawyer?
Thal s no realistic goal for a nigger,"
1hc English teacher said.
Tn 1ha1 brief moment, I had
stepped from the shoulders of all
1hose who came before me onto
the elusive ladder of success. ready
to knock it over once I reached 1he
lop. I had failed everyone from

suggest a couple of helpful hints on
how to gel by al Howard.
ffowcvcr. I knew thal for me
the mos1 imporlanl 1hing as a
freshman was 1hc realiza11on of
why I was here. I knew whal i1
took for me 10 gel here and the
responsibilities 1ha1 come wi1h
being a s1udcn1 and now alumni of
•·1hc mecca."
Of COUl1iC this edilorial would
be truly incomple1c if I didn't give
a lilllc advice for lhc upcoming
year. Therefore, seniors! return an
your library books, you' I1hank me

"Low -wage, hard labor jobs like street sweeping are all part
of a system that blasphemously claims 'One nation, under
God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."'
I then proceeded to curse
everyone from Bill Clinton 10 the
guy who drives lhe ugly 1ruck wi1h
ihe brushes 1hat clean ilie s1rce1S. Of
course. all !hat drama may nol have
been necessary, but when you hold
a B.A. in polillcal science, you lend
10 go overboard on such mailers.
Later. I learned 1ha1 !here was
no ugly truck lhat cleaned my
block. In fac1, it was done by a
lillle old Black man, a Mreet
sweeper.
Allhough I continue 10 hold
con1emp1 for Clinton. the sighl of
lhis man cleaning lhc s1rcc1 made
me wanl 10 apologizc for everything
I had lhoughl of 11\at day and for not
noticing 11\e ''No Parkmg" sign in
1hc firs! place. I knew lhal bX
J)arking !here, I had made 1his mans
<lay harder 1han ii already was.
I remembered seeing street

University and 1hat will never be

me:~

Once again I had neglcc1ed
the obvious, much like when I
missed 1hat "No Parking" sign.
Firs1 of all, I said '·never" and you
should never say never. More
impor1an1ly 1hougn, I had separated
mvsclf from 1his bro1her because of
m) education.
The same education that
1augh1 me 1ha1 capilalism maintains
a permanenl underclass and Black
people usually occupy 1ha1 class.
Low-wage, hard labor jobs like
street sweeeing arc all part of a
system tha1 6lasphcmousl y claims
"One nation, under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice
for all.''
I had forgouen that El Hajj
Malik El-Shabazz (Malcolm X)
was told by Mr. Ostrowski. his

Rosa Parks 10 Mumia Abu-Jamal.
I fell very ashamed. Upon
realizing my error, I thanked God
once again. I said 10 myself, ..Thank
God l liad read 'The Autobiography
of Malcolm X •. Thank Goo 1ha1
when I was a freshman, someone
had invited me 10 a Black Nia Force
meeting. Thank God Dr. Harrell
had given me an override in10 his
Race and Racism class and thank
God 1ha1 my mother has given me
many speeches usually centered
around why she works so hard so
1ha1 I can allend Howard."
The firsl issue of The Hill1op
is usually geared toward incoming
freshmen. It is of1en filled will\
articles by upperclassman. who
share advice on evcry1hing from
male/female relations 10 liow to
schedule your classes around your
favorite soaps. I even wanlcd 10

later. Juniors, start preparing for
gradual ion and post-graduation. h's
never too early. Sor.homores and
anyone who hasn I, read "The
Social Con1rac1" by Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, then you will know, as I
do, "lhat however unequal in
s1rcng1h and inlflligence, ffi!:n
become equal by ~venant and by
righ1:·
'
To lhc class of 1999, no mailer
what. always 1ake heed 10 what
your R.A.s and G.A.s have 10 say,
because they're here to help you
and they're very in1eJligen1 people.
Finally, be ~ery aware of
what's going on ' around r,ou,
especially signs 1ha1 say 'No
Parking Wednesday 12:30-2:30
p.m."

The writer is a gradualc s1uden1.

New form of miseducation enslaves
Black Americans
David Gaither

Please express your
opinion and submit all
Perspectives to David
Gaither in The Hilltop
office located in the
Plaza Towers, West.
Telephone: 806-6866
Fax: 806-4758
E-Mail:
peace@cldc.howard,edu

such as life, liberty and 1he pursui1 ofhapJ)incss.
A close s1udy of our existing family
structure and 1he myriad of everyday obs1acles
crea1ing ils ins1abi!ily, shows 1ha1 the prcsem
condition o( 1he community is no surprise. Thus
we assert, 1hat lhe bcsl way 10 improve our
communities is 10 personally es1abhsh strong
families and 10 help provide an environmcnl
where present families may stabilize 1hemselves.
In do1ni so, we arc forced 10 admil our
culpabihly in creating 1hc present prohlem.
We have 1urncd over rcspon,ibilily of
caring for our community lo olhcrs who don'1
have our bcs1 in1crcs1s a1 heart, and in fac1
benefit from our despair. We've no1 relied enough
on our own work and creative minds 10
determine solutions 10 our problems.
We have forgollcn who we arc and have
removed God from lhe forefrom of our lives.
Tims we have, as a whole, fallen from dcccn1 and
moral behavior. We have for 100 long relished
over our pasl great leaders as historical
personalities ancfhavc forgollcn their message
and ins1ruc1ions. Secondly, we have no1 looked
10 new leadership nor into becoming serious
leaders ourselves. We have forgollcn 1ha1 true
leadership is based on whal one docs. II is nol

There was once a time when the price for
knowledge was death for Black people in
America. As slaves, ii was illegal for Africans
10 learn how 10 read or wri1c. This is because
slavcmas1crs knew 1ha1 if 1he Black man and
woman became educated, their rule over 1hem
would end.
This siands 1ruc 1oday. ·1ne continued
miscduca1ion of our people has made ii possible
for a new form of slavery 10 exis1 in America.
So now it seems as if Black people have no desire
lo be educated. Frederick Douglass and many
Olhcrs put 1hcir life on 1hc line 10 obtain an
education, bul 1oday with all of1his information
available to us, we don't seek 1ruc and proper
educalion.
Tho.igh physical slavery was abolished,
former slavcmas1crs kn ew 1ha1 they cou ld
continue 10 control their former slaves by
miscducaling them.
Our so-called Black in1clligen1sia claim
10 be working for solutions for Black America
while giving 1heir service and commi1men1 10
While America. Our work force spends iLs time
producing for While America and ahhough we
ge1 paid, our money goes back 10 1hcm in
c:,cchange for food1 clo11img and sheller. So jus1
as when we were m slavery, Black pCOJ)IC work
long houri; producing no1hmg for ourselves and
acquiring no collcc11ve wealth.
We must abandon our dependency on lhe
miscduca1ional system of America. Parents send
their children 10 school in 1otal confidence 1ha1
all 1hcy need 10 be successful is a college degree.
America bas removed 1hc 1wo prerequ1si1cs
of education: lhe knowledge of self and the
knowledge of God. Thousanas of years ago, 1he
Kemetic -(Egyptian) people wrote "Know Thy
Self," and we s1ill liaven'l accomplished this

today. We are 1augh1 1ha1 1hc African slaves
were blel>.sed 10 be 1akcn ou1 of 1heir "savage•·
land and "civilized" here in America.
II is only now 1ha1 we are beginning 10
realize 1ha1 we arc lhc original people who gave
birth to and culliva1ed 1he earth. Bui nol only arc
we no1 learning abou1 ourselves as a people, we
are no1 realizing, therefore nol manifcs1mg. 1he
po1cn1ial in our individual selves.
Our critical 1hinking is nol challenged in
school, merely our abili1y 10 memorize. Add this
10 lhc foci 11131 God has been 1aken ou1 of 1hc
public school syMem and you have a formula of
<lcstruc1ion. lo various disciplines,
acknowledgmen1 is given 10 1hc au1hor of a
theory or process of application. bul in school,
1hc originalor of all knowledge is 1101 honored.
Whal SCll\C docs lhis make?
So wi1hou1 lhe knowledge of self and of
God 1he desire 10 excel academically is stripped
from 1he Black s1uden1. The whole purpose or
focus of education 1odny is to "gel a good job."
Our colleges have become factories 10 train
s1uden1s in various careers instead of being 1hc
prcpari~g s1age for future leaders and
commun11y developers.
The educated among our race have a
rcsponsibilily 10 go back and uplift 1hosc who arc
nol as for1una1e as themselves. 8111 our Black
in1ellcc1uals have become a class of bourgeois
individuals who fear 1hc Black masses. So when
we gel our degrees we move ou1 of 1he Black
community, we take a job in corporate America
and separate ourselves as far as possible from
Black life. This is because we have been taught
10 hale ourselves.
I once heard someone say thal "lht: mosl
revolutionary 1hing Black people could do 1s love
Black people." lfwe had unconditional love for
each 01hcr we wouldn't fear one another and we
would wo;k 10gc1hcr 10 libcrale ourselves. This
is wha1 is meant in 1hc Bible when ii says "love
casts ou1 fear."
We must explore 1hc 1ruc meaning of

education. The word itself gels i1s rool from lhe
Lalin word cducarc, which means "lo bring
ou1.''. Pro~r educa1ion should bring oul lhe best
1ha1 1s w11hm ourselves.
P(csenlly in college classes, 1he s1uden1 is
dic1a1cd 10 for an entire semester, af1cr which
lime if you can rcgmfilale whal l~e professor has
said you ge1 a passmg grade. This s11mula1es no
in1eres1 or desire in the student. Carter G.
Woodson wrote 1hat "instead of preparing for lhc
uplifl of a downtrodden people, Black s1uden1s
were simply memorizing cer1ain facts 10 pass
examina110ns for jobs."
One can i,c in an ins1i1u1ion for four to cighl
years and nol Know how 10 do anything. This is
why we have people wi1h their doctorate degrees
out of work, because 1hey weren't 1augh1 10 do
or 10 produce for self. We arc also discouraged
from questioning anything 1ha1 is presented 10 us
in lhe classroom.
We obviously have a long lime before
proper education is obtained on a grand scale.
We must eradicate 1his slave menlafily we have
pcnain ing 10 education. As 1hc condition in lhc
Black communily worsens, the fear among Black
so-ca lled in1ellcc1Ua ls increases an~ the
intcrac1ion between 1hc 1wo decreases. Ac11on 10
rcsurrccl 1hc Black communi1y and. lo end 1he
fear in 1he upper class musl go mlo cffecl
irnmcdialcl y.
Gracie schools have 10 leach the Black
siudcnl the 1ru1h aboul our history, which )'till in
1urn g_e!1era1e love. for ourselves. Bla~k
univcrs1ucs mu.sl be oncnlcd toward commumly
development and manifesting 1hc grea1 potential
1ha1 is within 1he s1udcn1s.
The future of any people is held in ils youth.
If we miscducale another generation of children
and 1hen include 1hc new variables of ~rugs and
violence, we migh1 find Black J\J!lerica m lhe
worsl condi1ion 11 has ever been m, mcludmg
slavery.
. I cd'11or o f The
The writer is the Ed'Ilona
Hilltop.
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You dont have to be a rocket scientist to make your air bag work a whole lot better.
Just take out your safety belt, and put it on. It's as simple as one, two. Heck, not even three .
•

A Public Service of
This Publication

SM

For more information, call the Airbag & Child Safety Hotline: 800-424-9393 (in the U.S.) or 202-366-0123 (in Washington, D.C.)

U.S. Department
of Transportation

•
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MEATLOAF
It's served every Thursday in the dining hall. And lhe
scary thing is, people actually eat it. Maybe they don't
. see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or
maybe they're just really hungry. Whatever their reason,
you want no part of it. You know what great meat loaf
is all about. You had the best for 18 years. So you call
mom to let her know shc·s the Queen of Meat Loaf.
It 's a special moment between mother and son.
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1.;.800-COLLECT
Save Up To 44%.

For long-dlstance calls. Savings based on a 3-minute A!&T operator-dialed interstate call.
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See the Harlem Globetrotters. September 11th 4:30-7:30p.m. Burr Gym. Hosted by\Villiam Gates, star of Hoop Dreczms.
And while you're at it, check out some of the latest Macintosh"technology. Oh, and please: no dribbling on the computers.

Cu ffs S TuoYWA RE foR THt

EVERY TEST DOESN 'T HAV E
TO BE A STRE SS T EST.
Pract1c1n~ for tests can help raise your scores and lower
~
your anxiety. And O,ffs StudyWare" has the most complete
test preparation software available for ACT, SAT I. GMAT. Cllf
GRE. LSAT and CBEST
-"
A vailable at

T he U niversity Bookstore
Coll<'!!<' Stmknts

College Assistance Now...

...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
Uyw're lcdcing for help payiig for college expenses, coosiler the benefit& of jcmg tht District
ol Olhimbia Army National Guard. !'or just a few da)~ amonth and a few ~ws a 1=. iw can earn
about $20,000 in college assistance.
That's not all. You'U receive training in one of 200 different job sl(ills that )W can use in a civilian
career after )W graduate. Make the decision that Jl.'ll~ af today and tanorrow. CAIL NOW:

~

•

(202) 433-5142 or 5143

ii Americansis•• AtTheir Best
The Amir N,IJon.1! C.azd

£qu,J ()ppor11lrulJ Employtr

Pain reliever / Fever reducer
INDICATIONS: For the temporary relief ol
minor aches and pains associated wrthlhe

common cold, headache, toothache, muscular aches, backache, for the minor pall!
~f arthritis, for the pain of menstrual
ramp5, and for reduction of fever.

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil, Advanced medicine for pa1f1.

Pick up your free sample at Cam pus Store.
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SIX MAJOR
ADVANTAGES
TO BECOMING
ANARMY
DENTIST.

CD) W
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through
the Council Study Centers, the National
Security Education Program, and the
Fulbright Program

.

1n

Europe, Asia, Africa, and South America

1
2
3
4
5

You won't have to make the initial investment it
takes to set up a dental practice.
No continuing investment in manpower and
devoting the time it takes to maintain a staff.
Army dentists spend their full working days doing
what they are trained for-practicing dentistry.
The Army trains enlisted dental assistants and
hires trained civilians to be part of the dental team.
You'll have an opportunity to practice your profession here or abroad in the most up-to-date
facilities imaginable. If you are so inclined, teaching opportunities exist.
Beyond professional rewards are the emotional
ones. As a dentist and an officer treating soldiers, your days will be spent in the service of
your country.
Get full details and information on Army Dentistry.
Call:

for the summer, one semester or a full
academic year will be held on Thursday,
September 14, 1995, at 12:00 noon in Locke
Hall, Suite 101.
For
Information on financial aid, applications, and
catalogs,

6

contact Dr. Paul E. Logan, Office of the Dean,
College of Arts and Sciences,

I - 300- U.SA-AllMY

Locke Hall, Suite 101.

ARMY. MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

PROffSSIOnAL nETWORK
ASSOCIATIOn, inc.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631

I

Millions of dollars in scholarships. fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools. business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

r---------------------------------------7
I

- ORDER FORM -

Please send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory • Enclosed is $25.60 1

I

I
I
I

Name:____________________
A<ldress: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

I

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Slate: _ _ _ _ Z i p _ _ _ _

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

•
PROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATION, INC. • P.O. BOX 190968 • BOSTON, MA 02119 J
--------------------------------------•

IL
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Hovvard grad heads Heart & Soul Jn.agaz1ne
Stephenie Stokes Oliver is dedicated to improving health in the Black community

-

By La Chanda Jenkins
Staff Writer

When Stephanie Stokes
Qlh-erallendcd Howard Univcrsit)'
in the seventies she couldn't wait to
lea,e. Hassles. like administrative
red tape, caused Oliver many
headaches.
But now that she's gone, she
realizes what an important role the
Unim1,it) played m her life and
career.
"I loo~ back and feel that
Howard was one of my best life
experiences," Oliver ~id.
Oliver, who started I !cart &
Soul magazine in August I994,
which ~-overs black heallh issue,,
said the University prepared her for
asuccessful future
"It i>lrcngthencd me to sec thnt
Black folks can run things," she
""id
However. Oli, r admits that
starting a new magazine was
difficult. She had to find a stafl; and
more importantly, create a
readership. Oliver hores that soon
Heart & Soul wil become a
h011sehold name.
"Any young Black woman
can benefit from reading about a
healthy lifestyle," Oli,er s.iid.
For Ohvcr. the se,enties was
a gooJ umc to bc at Howard.
"I was one ol the first wave
of studcnh to benefit from the
struggles of the students of the

sixties," she said. "It was really an
exciting time."
Oliver. a talented writer, first
wanted to study English. llowcvcr,
after her first two years, Oliver
entered
the
Schoo l
of
Communications, which had just
opened. She believed that bx
majoring in journalism, she could
showcase her writing talent.
Oliver joined the HILLTOP
,taff in her ~ophomore year as a
writer. Sile was contributing editor
and feature editor in her junior ,ind
senior year, respectively. The
HILIJ'OP allowed her to test her
skills in journalism and she even
interviewed Stevie Wonder for the
newspaper.
"l put a lot into it and gal a
lot out of it," Oliver said of the
school newspaper.
lier work at the Ill LLTOP
was so gratifying that she never
took another job Ill college. And it
fueled her desire 10 work in
magazines.
Oliver also said many of her
professors had a special impact on
her. She recalls English professors
that challenged her with "tough
love."
Oliver al~o remembers her
interaction with former Dean of the
School of Communications,
journalist Tony Brown.
When Oliver was enrolled in
the School of Communications,
graduates were pushed 10 work in
tne Black press. She was offered

positions at a Black San Francisco
newspaper and a successful White
fashion magazine. Oliver consulted
Brown on which job she should
accept. Brown advised her to accept
the position at the magazine, learn
all she could and then take her
knowledge to the Black press.
Oliver followed Brown's
advice and her first permanent
position after graduation was at
Glamour magazme, where she was
fashion and 6cauty merchandising
editor.
" I felt ready to take on the
world when I graduated from
Howard," the cum laudc graduate
said.
Her work at Glamour, Oliver
sa id, was a positive learning
experience, allowing her to observe
the workings of a large, successful
company.
After Glamour, Ol iver joined
the staff of Essence magazine. The
magazine reminded herof I toward.
''I knew I would feel at home
at Essence, because I felt at home
at Howard,'' she said.
Oliver's 16-year stay at
Essence took her through the
positions of Contemporary Living
editor, Senior editor, and West
Coast and Mothering editor. In
1986, she was promoted to Editor,
which was second-in-command.
"They [Essence) just had the
faith in me and gave me a place to
work without a glass ceiling. Ther,
gave me the tools that I needed,·

she said.
In addition to her work at
Glamour and Essence, Oliver has

Association of Black Journalists,
The Fashion Group International,
and the Women's Media Group.

vending machines (Oliver ate a
honey bun every morning) and

'\!!~----------,
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Stephanie Stokes Oliver, Editor-In-Chief, Heart & Soul

NAME: STEPHANIE STOKES OLIVER
PROFESSION: EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, HEART & SOUL
MAGAZINE

WORDS OF WISDOM: "With the nation's focus turned towards
health care, the timing is right for a vehicle that discusses healthy
lifestyle issues within the Black community."

been published in Good
Housekeeping, Alaska Airlines
Mago~inc. Pacific Northwest, and
many other publications. In 1985,
she was also a guest writer at
Pacific, the Sunday magazine of
The Seattle Times.
Oliver
received an Outstanding Alumni
honor from the University in 1986
and a YMCA-NYC Women of
Achievement Award in 1993. She is
also a judge of the National
Magazine Awards. Oliver is
affiliated with the National

Building an impressive career
was cha llenging for Oliver.
especially having 10 live so for from
her relatives. Arso with a 13-yearold daughter and three adull stepdaughters. playing the role of mom
and Journalist was difficult.
Lcarninl! how to maintain a
healthy weight 1s also important to
Oliver. She said that when she
attended the University she ~ained
the infamous "freshman 15 '. She
attributes this 10 unhealth)' food in

nearby fast food joints. llowc,·cr,
while attending the University she
changed her eating habits and
became a vegetarian.

llcahhy eating habits and a
healthy lifcst)'lc arc JUSt two of the
many subjects covered in Heart &
Soul. Oliver hopes that readers will
benefit from health issues covered
in the magazine and I leart & Soul
will become the "African
American's Guide to Healthy
Living,.

Br. ~efall has devoted 48 years to cancer research
Top cancer surgeon finds hope in teaching and helping others
At the age of 15. Leffall entered Florida A&M
University. And in 1948, at the age of 18, he graduated
with a bachelor's degree, summa cum laude. Four
years later, he rcccivednis medical degree from Howard
University College of Medicine. ranking firM in his
class. He bas been associated with the University ever
since.
He continued his medical training as an intern at
Homer G. Phill ips Hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. He
acted as assistant resident of surgery at Freedmen's
Hospital. 1953-56; assistant resident of surgery at the
D.C. Genera l Ho~pital 1954-55; chief resident of
surgery at Freedmen's Hospital, 1956-57; and sen ior
fellow of cancer surgery, Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, 1957-59.
Leffall began his military career as Chief of
General Surgery at the U.S. Army Hospital in Munich,
Germany, f960-6I, and became a member of the
University's facult)' as an assistant professor in 1962.
In 1970. he assumed his current position as professor
and chairman of the Department of Surgery.
Lcffall adds to his numerous accomplishments
the honor of becoming the first African American 10
be president of the American Cancer Society. In fact,
he might be called a man of firsts. He was the first
African-American !?resident of the Society of Surgical
Oncology, the Society of Surgical Chairmen, ancl'lhe
Washington Academy of Surgery. In addition, Dr.
Le(fall was recently named president of the American
College of Surgeons, and will take office on October
26, 1995 in New Orleans, Louisiana.
His days arc long and full of hard work. but never
unfulfilling. Lcfall insists that he enjoys every bit of
it. After waking at four o'clock every mornmg, he
comes to the lloward University Hospital to do paper
work, see patients, and go to surgery. By noon, he makes
time for lectures, conferences and meetings.
Leffall has, by choice, devoted his professional
career to cancer surgery.
"I wanted to pay greater attention 10 the problems

of cancer in minorities and the undcrscrvcd," he said.
In 1979, as national president of the American
Omccr Society, he launched a program dedicated to the
challenge of cancer in African An1ericans. He paid
special attention to the increasing incidence and
mortality of cancer and researched tncir effects on the
African American population.
Of his many professions, he said that he is drawn
to teaching. and 1s stimulated by his students.
"Students really inspire you. They don't let you
get away with anything and they keep you on your toes,"
Ile said. I le encoufages students to always ask
questions- to always cha llenge what they arc taught
and "never accept the dogma.'
"Students should pay attention to their desires 10
delve into the reasons forthe ex istence of anything:• he
said.
Leffall's d9dica1ion and enduring hard work has
earned him numerous honors und awards. He was
listed as one of the "Best Doctors in Washington, D.C."
in the \½shingtonian; included in the "Exceptional
Black Scientists· poMcr scric.~. and featured on the cover
of Black Enterprise magazine as outstanding cancer
specialist.
I le also received an honorary degree at the recent
class of 1995 graduation ceremony- an honor he
takes s~cial pnde in.
' I'm very surprised that I was chosen, but I am
deeply honored," Lcffall said. "It 's really special to
receive a degree where I've spent my entire professional
life."
He said that an interview with him would not be
an interview if he did not offer his most famous words
of advi~ wisdom that he has gained as a result of
his 48 years in medicine.
"I want to instill within voung men and women
the desire to achieve excellence in their profession,
while maintaining a high standard of discipline.
E<1uanimity under duress."

tat1st1cs
Name: Dr. LaSalle Leffall Jr.
Dr. LaSalle D. Leffall Jr.

By Rashida Syed
Hilltop Staff Writer
Dr. LaSalle D. Leffa 11 Jr. owes a lot to his father. He
gave him a valuable piece of career advice that still
remains with him today.
"My father was a high school principa l, but he
always emphasized his desire for me to become a

Hometown: Tallahassee, Florida

physician. He said that being a physician would enable
me to help regain and retam health- 10 really help
people," he said. ·'t find it really satisfying to be able
to help people."
There is no denying that Leffall loves his
profession; he has been study ing, practicing and
teaching medicine for 48 years. But. his experiences
have been so rewarding that he insists that he would do
it the same way all over again.

Profession: Professor and Chairman of the Department of Surgery,
cancer surgeon, oncologist
Words of Wisdom: "Always achieve excellence in your profession,
while maintaining a high standard of discipline. Equanimity under duress

'
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Why settle for yesterday's news, when
you can work for the nation's number
one collegiate newspaper!
Gain valuable experience and some
extra cash by joining the Hilltop staff.
For more information call 806-6866 or
stop by the Hilltop office in the West
Towers at the designated meeting
times.
Section
Campus
Campus Plus
Local
National
International
Perspectives
Tempo/Peope
Pulse
Business
Health & Fitness
Sports
Photography

Editor
Donya Matheny
Natalie Moore
Sadarie Chambliss
Janelle Thompson
Patricia Hardin
David Gaither
Rashida Syed
Miguel Burke
Shenikwa Stratford
Natalie McNeal
Kris Johnson
Nikia Puyol

Meeting Times
Mondays-6:00
Mondays-6:00
Mondays-6:30
Sundays-5:30
Sundays-6:30
Sundays-2:00
Mondays-5:00
Mondays-7:30
Tuesdays-7:00
Sundays-3:00
Tuesdays-5:30
Weds.- 5:00

We look forward to hearing from you soon!
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Pra1se the Lor d w1th t rumpet s ound;
pra1se him w1t h lute and harp/

B3

Praise the Lord w1th tambourine and
and dance /

·'

Pr a1s e the Lord w1th t he steel drum /

"Ain't A That Good News"
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A free concert of contemporary gospel music on steel, drums
featuring "Sounds of Steel," a Christian recording group from the Washington
Metropolitan Area."

.
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• Ci<Stbe$ , ·1
• Shoes, gfQves, ~lry
& handbags

Sunday, September 10, 1995
3 p.m.
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Free

• Furniture

• Linens/Tabledotns
• Housewares &: ""
Collectibles

Thia concert ia sponsored by Wesley Foundation, the united Methodist campus Ministry, in
cooper a tion with the Dean of the Chapel and the Howard University Office of International
student s ervices .
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Welcome Back
Students!
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Yes, the time is here for you to take your yearbook picture for
the 1996 Bison Yearbook. Pictures will be taken in the Music
Listening Room on the Basement Level of the
Blackburn Center.

Undergraduates:

Graduating Seniors:

September 5 -September 22

September 25-October 20
Sitting Fee: $ J

o.oo

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
9 a.m. to 12 p.m & lp.m to 6 p .m
Tuesday.Thursday
12 p .m to 4 p .m. & 5 p .m. to 9 p.m.

$191
11New $39

$141....
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Salel Prices Good Through This Weekendl
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For more information call the Bison Yearbook at 806-7870/1
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Sm.ooth reflects and returns with 'The Good Stuff'
By Awanya D. Anglin

Hilltop Staff Writer

Smooth

The "female mack" is back and
she has a message for all- don't
rush into relationships.
In today's society, according to
Jive recording artist Smooth, men
and women enter relationships illprepared. Women should become
independent and should not, as she
says, "get lost in his world."
Smooth made her mark on the
music industry with the title cut on
her 1993 album, "You've Been
Played," which was featured on the
"Menace II Society" soundtrack.
This album reflected her nononsense attitude toward men who
want to "play emotional games."
"You Been Played" is about a
man who learned that the games he
played on his girlfriend can
backfire. It was also a song that
Smooth, by her own experiences,

can relate to.
On her forthcoming album,
entitled "The Good Stuff," Smooth
combines singing and rapping as
she discusses relationships with her
listeners without "teaching or
preaching."
"Women should find the men
they want, when they want and
when they are ready," she said.
Aside from being the personality
known to the entertainment
industry as Smooth, 20-something
Juanita Stokes reveals a more
sensitive, but realistic side of
herself that many fans who identify
her through her music may not
know.
In an exclusive HILLTOP
interview, Smooth talked about her
experiences and the mistakes she
made by getting into relationships
too early.
One of the mistakes that Smooth
feels that she made cannot be put in
the past. It is one that will remain a
permanent memory. Across the

right side of her chest is a tattoo of
the name of her ex-boyfriend.
"As soon as I can, I'm having
this tattoo taken off," she said.
Fortunately, resiliency is
embedded in Smooth's character.
Her mistakes serve as learning
experiences and not stumbling
blocks. As a result of being a bit
older and somewhat wiser, she is
now more focused and is striving
for the maturity needed to enjoy her
life and settle down with a
significant other.
"I want to have everything we
need so that when I go into a
relationship, we can grow and build
together; it's not hke I have to
depend on him or he has to depend
on me."

Smooth openly admits that she
is not yet ready for a relationship or
the ideal man she wants- one who
would
be
sens1t1ve
and
understanding.
"Way Back When," one of the
songs on her upcoming album, talks

about a relationship that took a turn
for the worst as it developed from
platonic to intimate.
Smooth believes that she has
learned a valuable lesson about
relationships and, in turn, has
grown closer to her family, who
also has experience in the
entertainment industry. Chris
Stokes, her brother, is a producer
who has worked with Bobby
Brown, Patti LaBelle and his own
grour., Immature.
Like many other entertainers
who realize the consequences that
can follow after having unprotected
sex, Smooth acts responsibly by
advocating safe sex. According to
the entertainer, African-American
males need to protect themselves
better sexually.
"[If you are] going to have sex,
wear a condom. A lot of Black men
today do not like to wear
condoms- you have got to 'strap
it'."

''The Show'' features more
criminality than artistry
By Awanya Deneace Anglin

Hilltop Staff Writer
Brian Robbin's "The Show"
proves that certain movies should
not be approved for the "silver
screen."

"The Show" makes a feeble
attempt at being a documentary
about the hip-hop and rap industry.
It has no particular focus or plot.
It's like paying movie prices for
a replica of a two-hour episode of
Black Entertainment Television's
"Rap City."
Additionally; if this movie was
an attempt to shed a positive light
on the rap industry, it failed
miserably. After seeing "The
Show," a person would have the
impression that female rapgers and
hip-ho() artists such as Salt N Pepa,
Yo Yo, Queen Latifah and MC Lyte
do not exist.
Almost all of the entertainers
interviewed were chemically

bottles. One performer was shown
passed out backstage with an Aleze
liquor bottle in his hand.
The movie also shows music
mogul Russell Simmons discussing
the music industry with rapper
Slick Rick, born Ricky Waters,
during a reluctant visit to Rikers
Island Prison. While the movie was
being filmed, Waters was
incarcerated on an attempted
murder charge.
Waters admitted that he made
some mistakes and has allegedly
rehabilitated himself since his
release.
Lyricist Snoop Doggy Dogg,
also known as Calvin Broadus,
discussed his life as a gangster.
Broadus claims that because his
friends
and
family
are
"gangbangers," he can not escape
tliat lifestyle. He also could not
escape dressing like singer Al
Green during one of his interviews.
Like Waters, Broadus is presently
facing trial on a murder charge.
The criminal history of many

of these performers negated the
argument of performer Andre
Young, better known as Dr. Dre.
Young claims that people are not
inspired to commit criminal acts
that many artists rap about in their
songs. Mentioning these acts,
according to Young, is strictly for
entertainment purposes.
One part of the film features
"Old School" performers such as
Kurtis Blow, Whodini, Kid Creole
and Africa Bambaata. These
performers sit at a round table and
argue that today's generation of
hip-hop and rap artists are not as
credible as theirs.
Other performers included
Craig Mack, Run DMC, Warren G
and Wu-Tang Clan. Although these
performers mesmerized audiences
all over the world, this movie would
have been better appreciated on a
public television station or the likes
of cable- MTV, BET, The Box or
VHl.

Soundtrack runs out of steaml
By Miguel Burke

Hilltop Staff Wrtter
The soundtrack for "The Show" is
very much like a sprinter who leaps
out of the starting blocks ahead of the
competition with blazing speed and
runs out of energy, only to finish the
race in third place.
The album opens up with a speech
from Kid Creole, Kid Capri and
Ecstasy telling the listener what hiphop is. From there, Onyx breaks its
hiatus and returns with a kilter song
entitled "Live!!!," a song that has a
heavy bassline and an addictive
chorus like their hit "Slam."
Next, Slick Rick briefly talks
about moving on and controversial,
yet profound 2 Pac keeps the
soundtrack moving with "My Block,"
a song that has the potential to be
played
throughout
Black
neighborhoods across the country.
After the last notes of "My Block"
finish funnelling through the
speakers, the aJbum slows down
briefly with "What's Up Star" by

Method Man drives the crowd wild as he performs on stage in The Show
intoxicated. Some were even open
enough to roll and smoke marijuana
while being interviewed.
During one of the movie's
interview sessions, Method Man, a
member of the group Wu-Tang
Clan, stated that he could not write
lyrics without smoking marijuana.
Another rapper, The
Notorious B.I.G., born Chris
Wallace, when able to keep his eyes
open, shared some of his
experiences about life while his
mother looked on.
"When Chris turned 13, he
became notorious," his mother said.
Wallace explained that he has
no intentions of committing suicide
as portrayed in his "Read¥ to Die"
album; Wallace simply believes that
if he was dead, he would not have
to worry about his personal
troubles.
Most of the artists performed
with basic necessities on stage:
microphones, music and liquor.

.A

~ ~

Wu'l'ang Clan tours Japan in The
Show.

If you are interested in writing
for the Pulse section, please
contact Miguel at 806-6866.

"Papa Luv It" by IL Cool J,
The next song ,''Glamour And
Glitz," by A Tribe called Quest ls
decent, yet disappointing,
the beat is simplistic and tilt
presences of Phife Dog and Ali
Muhamme~ aren't heard or ~t. 1
,vier thts, ~e a\hum CQntm111)$ .11a
regain some of its life, but can't (jUlkl
seem to hold your attention llkelhe1'irsj
half of the album, althougl! n ~
reggae artist Kali Ranks ("Kill
All"), The Notorious B.I.G. ("'M1!
My B--h" -a live verscfon :t\'.<inJ
concert in Philadelphia) andlheS'~
Clarke Featuring Slick lli¢k (":i;M
Show Theme"} all close tile.album.~;
nicely.
,
"The Show" is gOO!I, /111.1!
whole, but could be better. ~
marketing schemes that have ~
utilized to the fu!lest,llke ~~
artist's name on thesoundl!: ckl.fl'.11
ba¥ing them appear e.rtly <n1•P41

because

;;~;r_f~mf:
~~~~=~';)
promote its new arnsls &y p l .

their songS on the albM!, ~ t ·'1
Which are ha!f-bllked,,
%
• - •S

Big L hosts ''Lifestyles of the
Poor and Dangerous''
and I got sii;ned," he said.
Since 'Lifestyles Of The Poor
Hilltop Staff Writer
And Dangerous" made its way into
- - - - - - - - - - - - stores in final form, the entertainer
"Lifestyles Of The Poor And has been pleased with it.
Dangerous," the debut album by
"I feel the album is one of the
Big L., has been battered and fried phattest albums out right nowin some of the basic ingredients one of the phattest lyrical albums of
that make the typical hip-nop all times.'
album. Nevertheless, it is still a cut
Songs like the debut
above the rest of the many mediocre single, "Put It On," along
hiJ?-hOp albums on the market. It is with
"MVP"
(a
a Journey into freestyle rhymes summertime bomb), "8 lz
from hell and jarring stories of Enuff"
, "All Black" and
inner- city_grit.
"Danger Zone" (not for
"It's twelve tracks on the those who are easily
album," Big L., the newest meinber offended) let Big L. rip
of The Diggin' In The Crates Crew the head off the mic and
(which consists of artists and let listeners get a taste of
producers Showbiz, A.G, Diamond what he had been holding
D., Lord Finesse and Buck Wild), back before he was
said. "It's all phat beats, phat hooks, signed.
and phat rhymes.''
Big L. also feels that
The way Big L. got his "big origins are important. He
break" is a story of mal<ing a series says that many hip-hop
of rights- meeting the right fans think that he is from
producer at the right time and the the Bronx because he is a
right place. After showcasing his part of the Bronx-based
freestyling skills on the spot, he was Diggin' In The Crates
on his way to a record deal.
Crew; but he is quick to
"I got started off in 1991. I point out that he 1s of the
met [Lord] Finesse in a record few rappers on the scene
store. I told him I was nice and to put Harlem back on the
dropped a rhyme for him. He liked map.
it. We exchanged numbers."
He also claimed to
As fate would have it, things be the inventor of
naturally began to fall into place for "horrorcore" rap when he
both parties.
released his song "The
"I started catchin' wreck at Devil's Son" on a smgle in
all his shows and he put me on his late 1992. He now is a
remix [of"Yes You May"]. Then he cornerstone of that
introduced me to Showbiz and they category along with
put me on their album on a song entertainers such as
called "Represent." We got some Gravediggaz, Flatlinerz,
demos done and we shopped them and Bushwick Bill.
By Miguel R. Burke

1

newcomer Suga, but picks up right
where it left off with Method Man
and Redman perfurming oue of the
album's best tracks, "How High."
The album switches directions at
this point for a spell. Dr. Dre speaks
on how "gangsta/reality" rap is only
for entertainment and smoothly
moves into Bone Thugs 'N
Harmony's "Everyday Thang,"
which is another standout cut on the
album.
Mary J. Blige gives the album a
dash of R&B flavor with the
radio/club friendly "Everyday It
Rains!'
Unfortunately, "The Show" loses
much of its strength when new
groups like Isaac 2 Issac, Jayo Felony
and Domino slow the album down fur
the next few songs. However, groups
like South Central cartel Productions
(featuring Spice 1, Treach, Jayo
Felony, Sh' Killa and MC Eiht) and
The Dove Shack keep it alive at this
point.
Finally, after "Still Can't Fade lt''
by Warren G Productions ends, the
album gets some of its life back with

When asked about how he felt
about the death of Eazy-E, it
brought a certain real-life horror.
"That's f-ed up. Brothers need
to see what happened to him and
start using those rubbers. But it's
been real before that. If you don't
use a rubber, don't get mad when
that s-t comes to get you.''
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Closing of The Wiz, Kinko's unexpected

Students were surprised by the closing of The
Wlz.
By Shenlkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer
One by one, they .seem to be disappearing. The once
vibr111t strip on Georgia Avenue known as Wonder

Plaza, which houses popular stores such as Up Against
the Wall, Taco Bell and The Sports Zone, is in danger
of becoming a ghost town.
The sudden disappearance or 'The Wiz over the
summer and the mysterious closing of Kinko 's last
spring has left many Howard University studcnLs, and
members or the surrounding Washington, D.C.
community, curious, confused, and inconvenienced.
"They [the Wiz] closed down like they got evicted!
No kind of going out ofhusincs:; sales· nothing!'' D.C.
resident and Howard student. Calvin Benson said.
For weeks, rumors have circled Howard's campus
concerning the overnight disappearances. Not even
employees of the establishments were forewarned or
the closing,.
The seemingly prosperous record store, The Wiz,
surprised many re1urning l loward smdents with its shut
down. Instead of hip-hop posters and head-bopping
sounds, a metal gate and dcafoning silence surrounded
the popular hang out. Last August, The Wiz regional
oCliccs decided to close down three area stores.
"Students should know thi~ was not an isolated
event," The Wiz regional manager Michael Zucker

said. "Although it may have seemed busy, business .
wasn't well. Since we were not going out of business,
we didn't have to have a big going out of business sale
• we just kinda closed overnight.''
Ean Ellis, former manager or the \\bndcr Plaza Wiz,
said the employees had no idea that after five years the
store was closing.
Now that the stores arc gone, many are curious if
other establishments will fill the vacancies.
Howard University Executive Director for Auxiliary
Enterprises, Margo Vickers, said new businesses arc
already in the works to replace The Wiz and IGnko's.
A new tenant, its name and nature of business not
yet revealed to the Un iversity, has a lready been
subcontracted by The Wi;i; to Jill its spot. In response
to the overnight closings, Vickers explained retail is a
high turnover market.
"Like any other shopping complex, stores open and
close as a matter of business decisions," she said.
Some students arc disappointed and angered by the
closing of the Wiz.
"I liked the Wiz for its prices. No other stores
around here have quite the selection or the deals. Now

I'll have to search and find another Wiz," said Kala
Threatt, a junior accounting major who will miss the
bargains at The Wiz the most.
" I can't believe it (The Wiz] is gone! What's next?
Up Against the Wall?" Collin Gaicher, sophomore,
accounting major asked.
Rumors or the December closing of Blockbuster
Video c irc ulated by Blockbuster employees and
students, were not confirmed by Vickers or
Blockbuster corporate headquarters.
The closing of Kinko 's last spring was also
unexpected. An ex-Kinko employee, who wishes to
remain unnamed, sa id the business closed down
because of theft committed by s tudents and local
residents.
"Students would come in and steal little things like
pencils and folders, or whatever. It all got to be too
much," he said.
For now, students can travel to the IGnko's on 4250
Connecticut Avcnue,orThe Wizon 1455 Pennsylvania
Avenue.

Calvin Klein pulls
controversial ads
By Shenlkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer
Overwhelming protest by child welfare
autbori1ie,. parents and journali~ts prompted fashion
~igner Calvin Klein to withdraw his controversial
ad,~nising c.1mpaign a£ter going public only a month

ago.
The ads. geared toward back-to-school shoppers,
fc:uured teen-age models in erotic l)(ll,CS that critics said
,uggc,tcd child pornography.
One ad, pl,1.stered on billhoard, and buses.
f,:arurcJ a prc•pubcsccnt girl sucking s.:ductively on her
fingm. Her legs are gapped open in a thigh high miniskirt e~posing the crotch or her Calvin Klein
undcl'\\.C3r

One television commercial features a young.
bright-<:)Cd, curly-haired male looking nervously into
the camera. A male voice asks. "Do you work out?"
The boy rips off his shirt. baring his bony, hairless
chest. The male voice responds. "Nice cheM."
CRK Adve rtising. Calvin Klein's in-house
ad\..:nising agency, said c ritics have misunderstood the
mes.sage. The purJ>OliC of the ads was to capture the
"spiri~ independence, and inner worth of today's young
people." the agency explained in a public statement
released in the Aug. 28 issue or the New York Times.
Past scandals, such as a 15-year-old Brooke
Shields lying sensuously across a bare wooden floor
in skin-tight Calvin Klein jeans proclaiming '·nothing
comes between me and my Calvin's," as well as the
naked waif Kate Mos.s featured in Klein's Obsession
pertilme advertisements. have worked in Klein's £avor.
Aocording to Alan Mcllstcin, editor and publisher
of the Fashion Network Report, Calvin Klein jeans earn
an estimated $100 million annually. however, sales have
stagnated o,er the past three to five years. A little
controversy and heated debate may be the boost Klein
needs to increase sales.
But some Howard University students said the
ads could give the wrong idea to young television
viewers.
"He got the attention he wanted." said Shakera
Cherry, a senior television production major. "As a
young adult, I wasn't offended by the ads, but young
impressionable kids- who sec way more sexual ads
on television shows like Baywatch- may think these
are the jeans that arc cool to have "
Outraged organizations, such as the Conservntive
American
Family Association and leaders of 1he
1
Catholic League, have threatened to boycott any store
selling Calvin Klein jeans.
"As responsible citizens and public servants, we
arc not in favor of anything that smacks of exploitation
of children," Madelyn Andrews. spokeswoman for the
Commission on Social Services, said. "While Klein

claims {his ads] were in the interest of creativity, it
would have been better if he'd aired on the side or
caution."
Tite television commercials were shot by top
fashion photographer Steven Meisel, better known for
his work in Madonna\ erotic book "Sex." They arc
supposedly real-life auditions of aspiring models
e,pressing their own artistic freedom.
"The message of the CK Calvin Klein Jeans
current advertising campaign i, that young people
today. . . have a real strength or character and
independence. They have very strong defined lines of
"hat they will and will not do," CRK Ad,crti,ing
stated.
"We arc con\'cying the idea that glamour is an
inner quality that can be found in regular people in the
most ordinary setting. But .. because the ads' message
has been misunderstood by some . .. we will cease
running the remainder of this campaign as soon as
possible."

Credit card companies lure
students with gifts
By Tina-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Student sportS Calvin Klein paraphernalia

)]3100~~~
l[(lJ@rIBllLTICQ~
We're Hiring
.
.
.
.
.
-More and more new college graduates arc bc111g hired right from their :oll~ge campus, accord111g to a
study done by the l lanigan Consulting Group. The number of "ne~v-grad hires showed _a steady de~reasc
between 1992 and I 994 dropping from approximately 27 percent 111 1992 to 19 percent 111 1994. This
year, however, the numbers arc estimated to be up at about 21 percent.
Wanted: Women for the Military
-If you arc female and you have not found a_ic!b yet, the _U_nited Stat:s Military is looking fo~ you! The
armed services has started a five-month, $7 mtlhon advert1s111g campaign to attract women to Its ranks.
Clincntly, women comprise 12 percent of all people in the service. It is estimated that the number of
women in the military will double in 10 years.
Writers of Color Not Abounding in Hollywood
-A study by the Writers Gui ld ha.~ foun~ _that four percent of the writers in Hollywood are labeled as
minorities. Not even Black-oriented telcv1s1on s hows are a haven £or Black writers because mo~t of the
writers tend 10 be White males. On ABC's " I langin' With Mr. Cooper." only three of the 10 wntcrs arc
Black. Maybe members or Howard University's Class of 1995 can make an increase in the numbers or
minorities in Tinsel Town.
ValueJet Flying in the Big Bucks
.
.
•If you plan to fly back home or to your new JOb on Valucfot. you may _b.: 1111crested to know that th~
nearly two-year-old a irline is growing by leaps and bounds. In I 994, tho £irst £ull year_ of the ~omp~ny s
operation it earned $20.7 million in revenues. Industry analysts confer that the fledgling business 1s by
far the industry's best value per scat, offering consumers a rate of $6.50 per scat per m ile.

Sport Strikes Sell Less
•Last year, with the Major League baseball s trike and the National Hockey League lockout, the sales of
sports trading cards decreased from $706 million in 1993 to $658 million in I 994.

"Free Skittles! Free pagers!
Free Snickers Bars! Just complete
this application for a credit card,
please!"
When freshmen embark on
Ho,vard'scampuscvery year, they
are greeted by the Campus Pals.
orientation
workshops.
registration lines and vendors on
every corner- everything that
one would expect to find on a
college campus.
What they don't expect to
sec arc booths set up all over
campus offering rrce gifts to
students who fill out credit card
applications.
"When I saw that they were
giving away free stuff, especially
candy just so I would sign up £or
a credit card, I was hyped,"
sophomore television major
James Bennet said of his
freshman year. "Somet imes I
would go back two and three
times just to get the free stuff."
As a result, Bennet said he
received three credit cards and a

calling card last year, but has yet
to use them.
"My mother told me 10 hold
them for an emergency," he said.
" I've seen a couple of my friends
bust their credit and charge all the
way to their limit with no jobs to
pay for it. I'm too smart for that."
But many students aren't
when it comes to handling credit
cards and managing money. Malik
Thrvel, a Georgetown law student
and 1994 Howard graduate said.
Instead of using the cards wisely,
students spend way above what
they can handle and aren't able to
pay the minimum monthly
balance.
"I, myself, have gotten into
a lot or trouble with credit cards.
My freshman year I got a
Mastercard with a limit of
S1,000!" Thrvcl said. " I cou ld
have bought books, a £cw other
necessities a nd just put the card
away. But no, Ma lik needed new
kicks, Girbaud jeans and Nau1ica
everything. Later I paid dearly
for i1."
Account managers for
Discovcr..and AT&T Universal
Card said students should be very

careful and know what the interest
rates arc when apply ing £or a
credit card.
"I don't think freshmen need
credit cards. They [credit cards]
arc supposed to be geared toward
juniors vr graduating seniors who
will need the credit when they
graduate,'' said one account
manger who would not give his
name. "But i£thcy foci the need 10
have one. then students should be
prepared 10 pay that minimum
balance and understand that the
debt won't go away until it is
paid.''
Bennet said even today, he
is still haunted by his S I ,000
shopping spree and it has been
very hard to establish credit.
'·Students may think they
can get away with not paying their
credit card bills just because they
arc in college, but I'm here to tell
you otherwise," Bennet said. "Bill
collectors don't care if you arc
only 18 and don't have a job. All
they care about is their money."

Windows 95 software leaves
many customers confused
By Tina-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

It was like Christmas in
August for Tony Ell is. The junior
political science major couldn't
wait for the 24th to arrive. That was
the day Windows 95, Microso£t 's
new computer software package,
was introduced to the public. The
day Ellis' life with his personal
computer was to become easier.
It didn't.
"The software is a monster to
install. I spent about a day trying to
get past the plastic wrap and
reading the bo,~ just to find out that
I don't have enough megabytes to
upgrade my system! My little
(Windows] 3.0 is looking pretty
good right about now," he said.
That was the cry of many
frustrated customers after rushing
to computer and e lectron ic s tores to
upgrade or replace their DOS and
Windows 3. 1 systems, Joseph
Kamara, manager of Radio Shack
said.
" Many people have become

frustrated with how hard it is to
install and how long it can take to
install," Kamara said.
Sensing the potential for
glitches, the creators of the so£1warc
spent three years testing the product
~vith personal computer (PC) users
of every venue. Extensive testing
was also conducted by sort ware
and hardware manufacturers, which
delayed the release of the product
two 1imes.
Despite all the preparation
and hype, many people arc still
asking: "What exactly is Windows
95 and what makes it so special?"
"It's like a brain transplant for
your computer that gives it a greater
abil ity for memory management,
makes it easier and more fun to use
and helps it perform several tasks at
once," Bill Post, a computer
analyst from Alexandria, VA, said.
"It 's really not a new concept as it's
very similar to Macintosh. But it's
a very good system that is surely to
become the wave of the future."
Low sales of the new software
a t the Howard University
Bookstore show Howard students
haven't caught the wave.

"How many Windows
programs can there be?" Shaundice
Crowell, senior accounting major,
asked. "Right now I'm usi ng
Windows 3.1 and it's doing
everything that I need for school.
Do I really need to buy another
system?"
Not accordi ng to Jerry
Whitmeyer, manager o f Allen
Business Machines Co. Inc. of
Maryland. "It's not really necessary
to buy the system, but in thr. future,
many programs w ill be set up
specifically for Windows 95, so
you might want to have the latest
software, or upgrade yo;;r system."
The program costs about $90.
But the cost doesn't end there.
Microsoft recommends 16
megabytes of Random Access
Memory (RAM) for the software to
run smoothly, however, eight will
suffice.
Many PC users only have four
megabytes which leaves many chip
manu£acturcrs salivating at the
prospect of a rush for RAM. The
price of four additional megabytes
is about $149.
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'"History in Our Hands 11

African Burial Ground Project Update
Septemher 14, 1995
10:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.

Black~urn Center
Bait Ballroom
Honrd Univeriity
Wuhington, DC

Symposium
LeaJing scholars o{ the
African Burial GrounJ
Projecl's
interJ~ciplinary
research plan anJ
finJin~s.

Biological Anthropology Laboratory Tour
Dou~lass Hall-- Second Floor
11 :45 a.m. • 1:30 p.m.

Pl..,. iotil• clam, !o att..d, Ti,~,t, ,ill L, pro,id,d lo auisl laealt7 in ,oa~xi:,iaf ,todut att,ad,ace. For ii1lonutio1 202,806-5252

ATTITUDE IS
EVERYTHING.

Dexter's

not h is usual self.
You

So you call

s uspect the

Dr. Nusblatt,
The

(Too bad

salsa.

your family vet back home.

call i s cheap.

about the

consultation

fee.)

Sign up for Al&T True . Sa11i11gs· and save 25% to

Anybody, Anytime, Any

ere

in the USA.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill~ Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to e nroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your 1rue Choice.t"AT&T
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WESLEY

PATRKK

JOHN

SNIPES

SWAYZE

LEGUIZAMO

NU-CARD Prepaid calling card
$0.25 per minute
24 hours a day / 7 days a week

',

African-American Company
owned by
Howard University Alumni

,.

·-~-~-

-, . ~

Daniel W. Bythewood D.D.S., P.C.

Available at the H.U. Bookstore
Thank you for your support!!!

•

\
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'Certain exclusions apply. Available in most areas.
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By Reginald Royston
Hilltop Staff Writer

The barking coughs, throbbing
headaches, wheezing sneezes and
dripping noses fillin/s the pollinated
air of the Howard s campus this
week are just a few telltale signs
heralding the approach of the final
allergy assault of the summer.
These days, however, sufferers
of seasonal ills are throwing away
their costly collections of
pharmaceuticals and cough syrups
In favor of traditional folkloric
medicines, which not only may be
agreeable with their natural body
chemistry, health practitioners say,
but with their wallets as well.
As the search for medical
alternatives to traditional pathologic
treatment looks more to the area of
natural medicines, reports from
organizations like the American
Society of Pharmacology, which

researches
and
publishes
breakthroughs in the medicinal
benefits of products derived from
plants and animals, are being looked
at more closely.
"Pharmacy was the basic
science from which evolved all
other disciplines. Formerly all
medicines came from natural
origins, serums and chemicals, as
well do the majority of new drugs
today," said Dr. G. J. Kapadia,
director of the department of
Pharmacology and natural products
at the University's School of
Pharmacy.
"Some of these herb and plant
remedies have been around for ages.
In most cases they have not been
tested, which is the reason many
people in the professional field
object to them. I think the
combination of both natural
medicines and pharmaceuticals are
necessary and have been proven
safe."

During the allergy season,

doctor prescribed medications
dealing with the often inhibiting
~ymptoms of hay fever and the like,
are usually costly, running from $15
for weaker medications, such as
Vancenase, to $110 for 100 tablets
of Seldane-D. Extremely effective
medications have also been known
to have side effects like drowsiness
and moodiness.
Those involved in herbalism
have turned to plants such as
ephedra, eyebright and stinging
nettles, simple herbs and flowers
that can be grown in a home garden
or bought cheaply from farmer's
markets. When mixed with weak
alcohols and stored for later use, the
substances are called tinctures, from
which a person having allergies can
apply orally, using anywhere from
5-30 drops at a l!me from an eye
dropper.
Teas and nutritional liquids
can also be concocted from a
variety of herbal plants and roots
such as dandelion, thyme, rabbit-

tobacco, and golden seal flowers,
whose leaves can be placed in a tea
ball,
steamed in water and flavored
with honey or natural sugars in
order to kill the bitter flavor of most
of these herbs.
"I have a lot of allergies
myself. I use homeopathic
remedies, a variety of different
herbals and vitamins, but the most
important thing is you have to know
what you're allergic to," said Kasha
Neap of Kennedy's Natural Food
Store in Falls Church, Va.
"Someone could be having
allergic reactions to pollens in the
air and only compound it by eating
food that aggravates their symptoms
or foods that they don't know they
are allergic to."
Neap has made nutrition and
natural healing a part of her life,
struggling with what she calls a
''severe" case of allergies and
damaging side effects of her
prescribed drugs.
"Medicine made from herbs
has been tested, and it is better for
you. They say it's expensive, but
only at first. Later on you save
thousands because you don't have to
pay for all those visits to the doctor,"
said the manager of the 100-yearold health food chain.
Interest in the use of natural
herbs, plants and roots has been
enormous as of late, with many
health and nutrition stores sprouting
up in all major cities and
accompanied by a swarm of
national conventions.

For example, Mutual of
Omaha and Group Health
Cooperative Seattle, like most
insurance companies anxious to
find more efficient and cost saving
health plans for their clients, have
been
willing
to
finance
"alternative" health remedies.
However, as Neap warns, the
path towards self-protection and
health using naturalistic means is
not merely a fad, it involves
research and a life of fitness.
"Seeking natural and herbal
medicine is a very personal thing.
You cannot just do 11, you have to
study it."

Surviving the fall
sneezin' season
By Criste! Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

For 26 million Americans,
September means more than
heading back to school. The
season also means weeks of
co_ughing, sneezing, watery-eyed
misery.
"I'm extremely allergenic,"
said Danika Adams, a sophomore
math major. "I have allergies all
year."

Allergies are caused by an
abnormal
immune-system
reaction to a normally tolerable
substance, such as dust,
medication or food. Seasonal
allergies are caused by mold
spores and airborne pollen.
"fPeople suffer] from
different afiergies year round," said
Melanie Miller, a registered nurse
at the Allergy-Dermatology
Association. "This time of year
most people are suffering from
ragweed.'
Airborne pollens are created
when trees, weeds and grasses
bloom in the spring, summer and
fall seasons. The pollen particles
cause problems when they come
into contact with the mucus
membranes of allergy sufferers.
The result is a violent reaction in
the form of allergy irritation,
causing
the
release
of
antihistamines
and
other
chemicals. Some people only
suffer for a season, while others
suffer all year long.
"I love this time of year, but
I hate all the pollen and dust," said
Keith Neal, a senior architecture
major. "My eyes swell up, and I'm
always sneezing and congested.
It's really hard to breathe. I try to
drink lots of fluids, and since I'm
always caged up in the architecture
building I'm not as miserable.''
Nurse Miller said relief can
be found with topical nose sprays,
oral antihistamines and allergy

immunotherapy (allergy shots).
Miller suggests over-the-counter
medications first, since they are
usually just as effective and less
expensive than prescrip_tion ~rugs.
Ant1h1stam1nes reheve itchy,
watery eyes, a runny nose and
sneezing. Their worst side effect is
drowsiness, so they should never
be taken with tranquilizers or
alcohol. Alkylamines (ChlorTrimeton, Tavist D) also may
cause slight drowsiness.
Decongestants work for
stuffy noses, wheezing and
coughing. Users should exercise
caution and discuss conditions
such as heart or thyroid problems,
high blood pressure, glaucoma or
unnary problems with a doctor or
pharmacist before use.
"When my allergies get
really bad I usually take somethmg
like Sudafed to help my stuffy
nose, and that takes care of them
for a while," said Joycelyn
Stevenson,. a freshman political
science maJor.

Dr. Marianne Legato, "Your

Health" columnist for Woman's
Day magazine, writes that
sufferers should remember that
summer and spring weather
should not be avoided. Instead,
take advantage of the following
allergy relieving tips:
l J Prepare yourself an hour
before going outside by taking an
antihistamine and decongestant,
or herbal treatment.
2) Stay inside early in the
morning because that is when the
pollen count is highest.
3) Pollen counts are highest on
warm, breezy days. Hay fever will
be easier to endure on cool, cloudy
days or right after rainfall.
4) Keep the lawn fewer than 2
inches high, to discourage grass
flowering.
5) If wheezing is a reaction to
pollen, use caution during exercise
when the pollen count is high.

Acting dean hopes to elevate College of Dentistry
By Natalie P. McNeal
Staff Writer
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When he was an undergraduate
school at Fisk University, Dr. Charles
Sanders remembers an 8:00 p.m.
conference he had with a chemistry
professors.
"He basically cursed me out," said
Sanders, who is now acting Dean of the
College of Dentistry at Howard." Although
I was doing well with my studies, my
professor said I didn't have the guts to stay
1n my room and study instead of hanging
out with the guys. He told me I could do
much better.''
Now Dr. Sanders, 52, can hardly be
accused of being anything less than
diligent. Besides being acting dean, Dr.
Sanders juggles a private orthodontic
practice in SIiver Spring, and a practice
organizati on class at the dental school.
"I'm a perfectionist," said Sanders

who is also a 1971 dental school alumnae,
"There's a way that things need to be done.
A person doesn't have to do them my way,
but the,\' have to be done right."
' He definitely likes things done is a
certain way," Kathy Harris, Sanders' former
secretary, said.
Sanders has also served as associate
dean of student affairs, clinic director, and
chairman of the orthodontics department
and associate dean for administration at
Howard.
Ironically, Sanders never planned to
be an academician.
· D
f
_______.._____, "I originally wanted to be an oral
Dr. Char Ies San ders, Act1ng
ean o the College of Dentistry
surgeon because I used to clean the office
of one [an oral surgeon] while I was in high

school," said Sanders, who was the first in
his family to graduate from college, But
while at Howard teaching, his co-workers
suggested that he go back to school to
specialize in orthodontics.
Although initially apprehensive, Dr.
Sanders grew to love orthooontics.
"In ortho you're treating health people
who are positive and trying to better
themselves." Sanders said, "There's
aesthetic benefits in improving your dental
relationship and watching a patient's self-

esteem grow,"

One patient that Sanders will never
forget is a 14 -year-old girl whose mouth
was so crowded, eight of her teeth had to
be removed.
"She had a very unnatural relationship
with her teeth. She didn't want to go to
school because the kids teased her. Her
mom didn't have the resources for
comprehensive care," Sanders, who treated
the girl in the late 1970's, said, "About a
year and a half into treatment, she began to
trust me and the staff and began taking
interest in her teeth. We didn't have to tell
her to brush her teeth anymore."
_He didn't charge her the $3,500 for his
services.

Sanders says Howard's dental school
is going through a period of reconstruction
and improvement, with a new associate
dean of academic affairs, and an acting
associate dean for student affairs.
"In July we held a faculty retreat to
critically review the aspects of the dental
programs. We're in the process of putting
1n the changes," said Sanders. "We have a
new, energized people and we hope that
transfers to the students.''
One area the dental school is

revamping is the clinicals, where dental
students get hands-on experience by
working on patients.
"The clinicals are what usuallr,
prevent students from graduating on time,'
said Sanders. Students need to fulfill
specific requirements of different dental
procedures before they are allowed to
graduate.
"The [old) policy was set for the
convenience of the staff and faculty. We
want more concern with the clients and
students," he said.
Now, instead of the regular 9 to 5
hours, the clinic will be opened from 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m ..
"When the clinics were open until
five, students would have to start cleaning
up around 4:15. Now students can work
until 5," he said.
Sanders also wishes to do further
research on oral diseases.
"We see how AIDS is affecting our
community; there are certain oral
conditions that are a sign of HIV infection,"
said Sanders. Currently, the dental school,
which is the fifth oldest college of dentistry
in the United States, is involved in a
research project on the study of the saliva
of HIV-infected people.
.
In addition, the dental school is
working toward retaining a decreasing
number African-American students
enrolled.
"I want African-American students to
understand that they need to be the best that
they can be," said Sanders, "It's only
through preparation that we can recognize
when an opportunity presents itself.''

Trainer says diet, exercise keys to fighting ''freshmen 15''
be hungry two hours later but didn't have access to extra

food."

By Kandace L. Harris
Hilltop Staff Writer

It's 9:00 p.m. Friday and you are waiting in line
at McDonald's for that piping hot value meal, ending
another week full of cafeteria, vendor and fast foods.
If this sounds familiar and fits your breakfast, lunch and
dinner habits, the "freshman 15" may not be far behind.
Many upperclassmen can attest to the validity of
the "freshman 15" theory, which says that students will
have gained an average of 15 lbs. by the end of their
first year in college.
Phoebe May, a 19-year-old junior majoring in
legal communical!ons, said insufficient money and
laziness contributed to weight gain during her freshman
year.
"My diet was full of fast food ~nd no exercise,"
said May, a Meridian Hill Hall resident. "Since I didn't
have money to be on the meal plan and buy the proper
foods, I ate bologna sandwiches, hamburgers, hot dogs
and french fries.''
James Hoffler, who is also a Meridian resident,
said living in a dorm where you can cook your own
meals can add to weight gain.
"Being able to cook or order in food when I am
hungry, early in the day or late at night has definitely
given me pounds," said Hoffler, a senior majoring in
architecture. "When I lived in Drew Hall and was on
the meal plan, the food didn't last enough and I would

•
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Although familiar with the "freshman 15"
theory, some first-year Howard students think they will
not gain weight.
.
Kedar Waterman and Jamel Pinson said their first
weeks at the university have consisted of foods like
Ramen noodles, and believe they are more likely shed
pounds.
"Not havin& enough time to eat will play a part
in losing weight,' said Waterman, a biology major.
Pinson said sticking to his one-meal-a-day meal plan
and drinking lots of milk will prevent him from gaining
extra weight.
Gina Williams, a certified personal trainer at the
Washington Sports Club, says college students need a
balanced diet and exercise.
"Cardiovascular exercises, which do not cost any
money- such as walking, running and biking- are
important, along with the right eating habits," said
Williams, who also strongly encourages usiqg the
school gym.
William said a person should exercise at least
three times a week ano work muscle groups twice a
week. She also said a diet full of carbohydrates is key
to maintaining desired weight.
She suggests foods such as fresh fruits, dried
fruits, raw vegetables and snacks-pretzels, rice cakes,
low fat crackers and wheat cereals, and frozen desserts,
like sorbet and sherbet- for healthy eating.
"A student's diet should be 58 percent

carbohydrates, 30 percent fat, 15
percent protein and 10 percent other,
such as sugar," Williams said.
"Students need the balance of both
(diet and exercise), or the weight will
become a factor.''

ast oo 1s a necessity,
these items, lower in fat
and calories, are
suggested:
Taco Bell's Border
Lights Menu
Burger King's BK
Broiler
McDonald's Mclean
Deluxe
Kentucky Fried
Chicken's Rotisserie
Gold Chicken

Poor eating habits may lead to unwanted weight,
says trainer.
,
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Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to

The Class Of 1999

LIS.

No More Cab Fares
to the Bus Station

From: Shuttle Bus Stop(4th & Howard Place)
(Non-Stop, 30 people min.)

SATURDAY
10 AM to 1 PM
@

I-I

Blackburn Center

TO:
TO:

$24.00 One Way
$24.00 One Way .

New York City
Newark, N. J.

Round Trip: NYC & Newark
TO:

$46.00

Richmond, Va
(Round Trip)

$15.00 One Way
$28.00

Pittsburgh, Pa.
(Round Trip)

$39.00 One Way
$78.00

d by tbe Office
Sponsore t A.ctivities
ofSt uden

Philadelphia, Pa.
(Round Trip)

$14.95 One Way
$28.00

Beginning Friday, September 29, 1995, all buses will depart from the main gate for their
respective destinations at 4:00 p.m. and will return the following Sunday at 10:00 p.m. at
the Main gate. The above schedule will be initiated following the weekend of September
29, 1995. If thirty passengers can not be obtained, the non-stop status is voided.
Schedules of return trips can be picked up from the Office of Student Activities and Cramton
Auditorium.
For General Info11nation call the Office of Student Activities at 806-7000.
Tickets can be purchased at Cramton Auditorium Box Office (806-7198/9) by students, faculty,
staff, and alumni.

**All State Clubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply.
** All schedules/prices are tentative and subject to change.

The African American
Resource Guide to the

Internet
by Stafford L. Battle & Rey 0. Harris
Cl YES! I would like to order the AFRICAN AMERICAN

RESOURCE GUIDE TO THE INTERNET. The cost is
only $~4.95 pius $2.50 shipping and handling.
Number of Books,~ Amount Enclosed, _ _

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

((he
Undergraduate Student
Assembly

,,

The organization that brought you the first ever
"Welcome Back to School Block Party"

Featuring Biz Markie
is looking to

fill the following positions
Administrative Assistant
Corporate Sponsorship Director
Historian
Office Operations Manager
Public Service Affairs Director
Secretary
Vending Coordinator
Volunteer Coordinator
General Volunteers
Applications will be available, Today, Friday, September 8, 1995
Applications are Due By: Friday, September 15, 1995, 5:00 p.m.!
Stop by room l 08 Blackburn to Pick Up Job Descriptions and Applications
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OF

OPPORTUNITY

Who better to prepare
you for the graduate
admissions exam than
a graduate school
professor?

Umagine having direct access to thousands of African American MBAs in major U.S.
~s nationwide. And having the right connections and the right opportunities to
help keep your career on track. If you're an MBA student who's ready to put your
career plans in high gear, we're an organization that can help you. The National
Black MBA Association (NBMBAA) is a national network of business executives
and entrepreneurs who work in a wide range of industries.

J

Over 4,000 Corporate Contacts
Only One Name to Remember
Only One Event to Attend

GW's Exam Preparation Courses are Right for You:
The George Washington University's Exam Preparation program can help you to perform at
the top of your ability. Exam Preparation courses are taught by experienced and dynamic

For 25 years, the National Black MBA Association has provided unique opportunities
for MBA trained professionals. Put these contacts to work for you by becoming part
of this growing force of business leaders. By joining the NBMBAA at the student rate
of $55, you'll receive full membership benefits, including:

T

WINDOW

instructors including members of GW's full-time faculty.· Plus, GW offers two convenient
scheduling options, including condensed weekend review sessions. Best of all, GW's Exam
Preparation courses cost only a fraction of what the commercial courses cosl.

Anxiety? No sweat.
For extra help, GW offers these two courses:

•Scholarship programs for undergraduates, graduates and Ph.D. candidates
• An annual conference and other professional development programs
•Mentoring programs that provide access to experienced professionals in your field
•Amembership directory featuring detailed contact information on all members
•Aquarterly newsletter
• Employment Network Services that help you with job searches and placement

■ Overcoming Math Anxiety {review of math fundamentals)
■ I,nprovin.g Your Verbal Skills (review of basic English)

r-------------------------------------------------,
'', 0 YES! Pl ease send me more in1orn1at1on
'
· a bout ''
'

i

GW's Exam Preparation program

'
:'

Attend our Annual Conference September 27-0ctober 1, 1995 at the Boston
Marriott Hotel Copley Place and activate this network. Our Career Fair, on
September 28--29, 1995, offers over 1,000 contacts from hundreds of corporations.

'
'
:'

City/Stale/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:'

Ph,(ne (day), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:'

Phone (en:) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'

Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Horne At!tlre~s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:

'
'

''
''
''
''
''
'''
,'__

The National Black MBA Association
180 N Michigan Ave ISuite 1515 IChicago, IL 60601

312123612622

GRE • GMAT • LSAT • MCAT • FSE

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:

Join the NBMBAA. This small investment can reap big rewards for your career.
Call or write today for a membership application. Discounted student rates are
available for the conference and membership.

Exam Preparation Program

Hdllrn thi~ <'oupon lo The G\'f Center for Career EJuC"ution,
2029 K Street. NW. SuilP 600, Wushing1011. DC 20006;
Fax: (202)97.'l-116.S; E-mail nrn~!crgw@gwi~.c·irc.gwu.edu
Cl\ "un r<1ual nppnrturuiy/urfirmalise arlion io,titulin~. ~11 en,lt: 122.

CENTER

FOR

''
''
''
''
''
'
'''

:
:'

175TH ANNI\IERSARY 1821-1996
For more information, complete and return this
coupon. Or call (202)973-1175 ext 122.

'
'
'

''
'

CAREER

EDUCATION

•

IN THE DORM

4999

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro answerer

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging.

Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

#43-1005MB

#43-752MB

)

2499
Basic trim phone
saves space

o Phone cords and accessories
o Alarm clock or clock radio
o TV, VCR and video accessories
o Security devices
'
o Computer and accessories
o Batteries
o Stereo equipment, speakers

'

and audio accessories

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.
White, #43-585MB. Almond,
#43-586MB. Gray, #43-587MB.

3499
AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

EACH

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #14-1209MB

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/V speaker
Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

o Heavy-duty flashlight
o Smoke alarm
0 Part-time job (see the manager of
your local Radio Shack store)

1999

Black, #40-2048MB. White, #40-2059MB

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception
Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
#15-1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM

•

AC accessories to power your dorm
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. ,s1-2s21Ma ....................... 2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. ,s1.21,1Ma .. 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. ,s1.2a22Ma ........ 3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. ,a1-21s0Ma .. 8.99
Single-outlet spike protector. ,a1.2?B1Ma ................... 6.99
6-11. 3-outlet ext. cord. White. #61-2744MB. Brnw,. #61-2745MB ..... 1.99
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, #61-2746MB. Brown, #61-2747MB •. - .. 2.39
15-11. 3-outlet extension cord. ,a,.2,,aMa .................. 3.49

Microcassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.
#14-1159MB

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Items not available at a participating store
can be special-ordered (subject to availability) at the advertised price. A participating store will ofter a
comparable value if the product is sold out. Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised. Copies of applicable warranties are available upon request at stores for inspection before sale, or by writing Customer
Relations, 1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102. FedEx trademarks used by permission.

We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACK'"

You've got questions. We've got answers.sM

.

-

- -:- ~

-

.

.

-

Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-800-THE-SHACKSM
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HILLTOPICS
All HILLTOPICS are due, paid
in full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus organizations for meet ings,
seminars or non-profit events arc
free for JO words or less and $1
for every additional live words.
Campus announcements for profit arc charged as individuals.
Individuals advertising for the
purpose of announcing a service,
buying or selling arc charged $5
for the first 20 words and Sl for
every additional five words.Local
companies arc charged $IO for
the firsl 20 words and $2 for
every five words thereafter. Personal ad, arc $2 for the first 10
words and SI for every additional
five words thereafter.

ANNO ONCEMEN1'S

Refreshments will be served.
Allenuon all OGSA Representatives- The first UGSA meeting
will be Tues., Sept. 12, al
7:00pm. Please stop by room
108 Blackburn and register your
current information with our
office ASAP
The Undergraduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) is looking for
dedicated volun1ccrs 10 assis1 us
throughout the year. If you arc
interested, call 806·6923 or slop
by room l 08 Blackburn Center
for more details.
'I he Undcrgradua1e Student
Assembly (UGSA) is looking 10
fill a number of positions. Slop
by room 108 Blackburn Center
for job descript ions and applications. Applications are due Sept.
15, al 5:00pm.
A11ent1on! !!
Science & Engineering Majors
ACS/ NOBBCChE
General Meet ing
Sept. 12, 1995 5-7pm Rm 108
Chem. Bldg. Guest Speaker
T.B.A. Receptioq 10 follow.
UGSA ,s proud 10 announce
the official Howard University
Class of 1999 T-sh irts arc on sale
for a limited lime only $10. To
buy one slop by Rm 108 Blackburn. There is a limited supply
so buy them now while supplies
last.

'I he Howard Omvers11y Dancing
Bisonells are holding 1ry-ou1s
September 13-15 in Burr Gymnasium al 6:30pm.
- If you've gol moves, grace, and
style, then come audition 10 be a
pan of our basketball performances.
- Please wear dance allirc.
The Howard Chapter of the
National Council of Negro
Women invites all students to
allcnd the Black Family Reunion
festivities on the Mall this weekend
The New York Club will have 11s
SERVICES
first meeting of the 1995-96
Student Escort Service
school year on TI1urs. Sept. 14 in
Monday-Friday
the Blackburn Center Forum.
7pm
- 11:45pm
Come with new ideas.
(202) 806-4624
'I here w,11 be an important volPARRJNG
unteer meeting for the 4th annual
1\vo
blocks
from campu~. $35 per
Woman 10 Woman Conference on
month.
Individually
assigned
Tuesday, September 12th at
parking
spaces.
For
additional
7:00pm in the Blackburn Center.
informa1ion call (703)729-7339
lf you are interested in volunteerF'OR SALE
ing, please come by the Arls &
Purchase
Bank
Checks that
Sciences Student Council office
"Highlight
your
African-Amerifor more information.
can
Heritage
&
Symbolic
Your
The Howard Umvers11y Student
Economic
Power"
We
carry
Association, Community Outdesigns with significant Africanreach Program is current ly looking for Projecl Coordina1ors. The American leaders and artwork.
For more info call AFROindividua l must possess commuCENCHECK
(6J 9)264-4840 or
nication, organization and time
write
P.O.Box
15722, San Diego,
management skills. Experience
CA 92175
is preferred bul not required.
HELP wAN'l'ED
Pleas.: contact Yvcue A. Pryor at
ALASKA
EMPLOY.MEN I' 806-7007 if you have any addiFishing Industry. Earn up 10
tional qucs1ions. Appl ications
$3000-$6000+ per month. Room
arc available in th H.U.S.A
and Board! Transportation. No
Office.
experience necessary!!!
The Howard Umvcrsny Studenl
(206)545-4155 CXI A5302)
Association, Community Outlntcracllve 'lelev1s1on. . JYI'
reach Program is currently lookunpaid internships available with
ing for communily service projects 10 implement. If you would ln1erac1ive Television Associalike 10 submit a project or an idea tion. Seek ing talented students
w ith research. including: broad•
for a project, please slOp by the
cast, cable. Hollywood, Baby
H. U.S.A. office or contact Yvelle
Bells, advertising and more. FastA. Pryor al 806-7007.
paced involvement on leading
I he Howard Omvers11y Student
edge of new media revolution.
A,;socialion, Community OutWork on major industry conferreach Program is currently looking for volunteers for it's commu- ences; gel published: make corporate. media, and gov'l contacls.
nity service projec1s. 171e
projects include involvement with Guaranteed learning exper ience ... We won't waste your time!
children and the elderly. Stop by
the 11. U.S.A. office 10 sign up for (202)408-0008.
IN'l ERNSHIPS - Nonprofit
a project or contact Yvcnc A.
supporting lhe development of
Pryor at 806-7007 if you have
educational kids' TV and a pubany additional questions.
lic interest " Information Super'I he Howard Umversily Student
hig~way" seeks cybcr-~avvy F/PT
Associa1ion, Community Ou1interns with excellent organizare(1ch Program is currently looktion& communication skills 10
ing for volunteers fro it's Adoptperform independent research,
A-School project. This project
monitor legislation, track
entails working with children
1elecommunica1ions issues in the
between the ages of six and sixpress, and assist staff. Greal intro
teen. Events during this project
to advocacy work. Unpaid but
include Jeopardy games, subwill work with you to obtain
s1:tncc abuse seminars and lutorcourse credit. Resume I cover
ing sessions. Stop by the IIUSA
office 10 sign up or contact Yveue lellcr/ writing sample 10:
Center for Media Education
A. Pryor al 806-7007 if you have
1511 K Street, NW, Suite 518
any additional questions.
Wash ington, DC 20005
Alpha Omega Steppers tor
Christ, Howard Un iversity Chap• (202)638-2620.
n you've got the dnve, the C(eter Info meeting on Sept. 7 al
alivity, and the know-how then
7pm. Ir interested please anend
Tempo wants you. If interested
or call Lisa (202)462-0469.
please call the Hilltop office at
Meeting place TBA
806-6866 and leave a m~ssage.
'Ilic Finer Women ol Ze1a Phi
FORREN'l'
Bel.I Sorority Inc. arc having a
Newly renovated room lor rent
p(lrty for you! All Archoneucs
$300 per month. Near Gallaudet
and 7.eta Legacies arc invited
University. Please contact Ra)'·
Wednesday, Sept. 13, 7:30pm
mood A. Fowler a1 (202) 546Blackburn Center.
0049 or page at (703)422-1869
Interested III becommg " memRooms For Rent. Wall-to-Wall
ber of Delta Sigma Pi? Well,
carpel, Free Cable, Washer/
keep an eye on the Al: n Bulletin
Dryer, All U1ili1ics Included.
Board for Recru i1mcn1 lnforma$275 -$350 Cal: Ronnie Thomas
1ion in the School of Business.
(202)58 1-6814 or Pager # (202)
'I he Gentlemen of Drew
788-1358
Social Club's
Furmshed room near me1or +
Annual Interest Meeting
public school. 10-15 min. walkWednesday
ing distance from HU. AC, W/D.
September 13, 1995
W/W, utilities included. Kitchen
Al l Members Report to The
privileges. $320-$340. Call
Drew Hall Lounge
(202)635-0680.
By 7:30 pm
Furmshed $200 -$290 + u11h11es
Mcc1ing From 8:00 10 10:00pm
10 minutes walk HU/ Metro/
Marketmg Assoc1at1on Mtg.
Safeway/ Quiel, Carpeted/ HardThursday, Sepl. 14, 1995
wood noors, newly renovaled
6:30pm Rm 200 SB

'

bath/ kitchen, washer/ dryer
(30 I)294-0334.
lloward/ [eDro,1 I Bedroom
with Large Loft • Cool, Quiel +
Secure Spacious. Great Light +
Archi1ec1urc. Metro. W/D. CAC.
Cable. $7 IO+ uti litie,. Call
(30 l )320-9021.
One Bedroom apt lor rent. Near
Hu Newly Renovated. Air+ I lcal
Utilities incld. Dining area.
Large Closets. $350 monthly. For
more info call (202)234-6132
Large detached colomal; group
or family. Modern kitchen, 2 car
garage, new carpet, 3 or 4 bcdroomS 1500+ u1ilitics. Call
(202)526-1803 or (202)722-4585
Upscale English bascmen1 cfhcicncy close to Howard. Facilities
include washer/dryer $475 + uti lities: Call (202)526- 1803 or
(202)722-4585
EFFICIENCY UNl'I': S):>O
Large, spacious, furnished efficiency unit in basement of house.
Private bath & kitchen, carpeting,
cable, heal & air. Parking, nearby
shopping center & bus line on
N.11. A\'e. Walk 10 Metro. Fema le
preferred. Call for an appointment! Ms. Prince 202-723-1267
Spacious 4bedroom house I+ 1/2 Bath. llardwood floors,
walking distance from school
S1100 Also 2bedroom in Capi101 Hill for $950 also efficiency
for $450 Call 30!-384-5007
English Basement: I bedroom.
walking distance 10 campus. 2
entrances. w/w carpet, kitchen,
bath, gas rang~. CATV, central
air, near bus/metro, $450+ utilities, available now, call 301-6493316
One Bedroom Apartments arc
available---$480---Spccial rates
for HU Studenls---$4-10 Location: 2201 2nd St. NW, 149 W
ST. NW For information: Call

Denny Jones al 202-265-3624
A two bedroom apartment avmlable••····S680
An efficiency is available---$410
For more information call Julius
Wi lder al 202-287-5279.
Ma le Room-Mate needed to
share apartment located close 10
1hc IIU campus. Preferably
Freshmen, Sophomore, or Junior
only. Rent is $185 a month
including utilities. Must be able
10 move in ASAP. Please call
Dawync: 202-328-7572.
RoomS/ 2blocks for Mcd./Dent
from $250 202-723-4646 Any1iinc
26cJ Apt, lurntshcd / renovated,
1\/C, W/ WC, new kil./ close lo
med school 202-723-4242, anytime
3 rooms kit & bath/ newly renovated/ close to campus/ WW/C /
good security, $250 and up 202723-4642
Wanted- upper class female/
grad student 10 share house/ 2
block med/dcnl schools W/ D,
A!C, WW/C, furnished/ good
security $295 202-723-4242

PERSONALS
Welcome back Brothers oi Phi
Sigma Pi National Honor Society Frat Philia "Auntie Em"
'16 my l1y cousm l hra and her
cu1ie pie daughter 'faylor• I miss
you all oul there in the fly state
of California. I hope 10 sec you
soon. Gel that plane ticket
Hook-up so we can go 10 the
Strip Joints • Love your cuz
Sandy
Sharonda, [aufa, Ayanna.
Kofi.Nik.Kimmy.Jada Ill! &
Welcome Back· Love Sandy
P◊S- 8-Ball- P,m ly. Whatever
ypur name is, here is the Hilltopic you've been \\ailing for. Do
you like it? Great. Sec ya
around. -Sandy Frank

Welcome Back 10 the WB 1995
.fl.AYERS Keep ii Real · Love
Always LO'RIDER
Campus pals would like 10 thank
everyone who supported our Ori
cnliltion Weck activities, Sec ya
al the 8li1ckhurn Afler Party
tonigh1.
John. llerc 1s the I hlltop1c you
did not want. Sorry if I damaged
your reputation. Peace Dough•
boycc. Luv Sandy PS. You arc
looking sorl of buffed now.
Delta Sigma P, would hkc lO
welcome back Brother Z. Chris
Holmes from Denmark.
Delta Sigma P1 would also like
10 welcome and congratulate all
Brothers receiving internships
this summer.

The Undergraduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) would like I
thank all of lhe Rcprcscn1a1ives
and Volunteers lhal helped mak
1hc "Welcome Back 10 School
Block Party" a huge success. \\
would 1101 h,1ve been able to do
withoul you.
1
- oar .
IT OUT WITll TIIE BLOCK
PARTY. Thanks for all of your
hard work. I am really proud ol
all of us. If we continue with th
same vigor and dedication, titer
is no doubt that in I 995-96
UGSA wil be "The Light Thal
Shines Above All Others··
Love. Mcmonc

This is a special thank you note to Kevin
Brown, Wesley Gordon, and William Cole.
You have all been very helpful these past
couple of weeks and we truly appreciate all
that you have done for us.
Thank You,
Aprille & Sahima Choudhury
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NATIONWIDE 1·800·969-8092
•
LOCAL 202-515-6386
· ·

CARNEGIE LIBRARY
800 MT. VERNON SQUARE, NW• 9TH & MT. VERNON
F R OM 10P M

UNTIL

GENERA L ADMISS ION: $10 • C:.S.A . MEM BERS: $7
FOR INFO C:A ll: l 0 l.806·6 9 1S

THIS PASS ADMITS YOU + 1. FREE B4 MIDNITE

ON SUNDAY SEPT. 10TH • COME AS YOU ARE
RON DEBERRY, NEW YORK SHALL PROCEED TO GIVE U WHAT U NEED
I l"8
'V' .A.

THE RIii NIGHICLUB10PM-3 AM~i~)~~c~~

"DON'T FORGET THIRSTY THURSDAYS, LYRITZ/S T LOUN GE $5 84 11 PM"

